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This is my gift to you. It is a way to share the opening 

chapters of my novels.  

 

Misty Cove is a fictional town that I created and I have a 

series of books set in this town. It is set along the Cape Ann 

Coast of Massachusetts. Misty Cove is located near 

Gloucester, Massachusetts & Rockport, Massachusetts. The 

Stormy View lighthouse in the Misty Cove Series is based on 

the Eastern Point Lighthouse near Gloucester.  

 

Widow’s Walk is the story of Lizbeth Sullivan and it begins in 

October 1841. The story of Lizbeth and her family continues 

in Lady Lightkeeper. In the third book in the historic series – 

Rebels and Rogues – the story will focus on Lizbeth’s son 

Aidan during the Civil War.  

 

In March 2006, my book titled Stormy View, was released. 

I’ve pulled it from that publisher and I plan to rework parts of 

the story and it will be re-released by my publisher later this 

year.  
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The story of Misty Cove began in 1987. I had an idea of a 

woman who had a story to share. But, at that time I wasn’t 

sure I could write the story. I was probably right about that, 

but the story was never out of my mind. My original notes 

were shoved in a storage box and they stayed there are 

collected dust until August 2002. A month earlier I joined 

Writer’s Village (www.writersvillage.com) and one of my first 

classes was a free class and the first exercise required one of 

my characters to introduce me to the class. Only one problem 

with that, I didn’t think I had a character. 

 

Then I remembered Kennalyn. Would she say good things 

about me to the class? Probably not. What would I say about 

someone who abandoned me for almost 15 years and left me 

stuck in a box? I decided to dust off my notes and let 

Kennalyn speak. Here’s what she had to say… 
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F2K – Lesson 1                (August 10, 2002) 

 

Achoo.  Sorry, I have been living in an old binder with dusty old pages for so 

long, that I have developed sinus trouble.  Maybe I got that from Nikki.  She 

has all kinds of allergies well I guess that like children, creations inherit some 

of the creator’s traits.   

          I first met Nikki when she was about 22.  She was working too hard even 

then and wanted to pursue a dream of writing.  The way I hear it, she enjoyed 

writing in school and she has always loved to read.  Everyone in her family says 

she reads too much except for the grandmother who reads even more than she 

does. 

         Reading and writing seem to be one of those loves that not all people can 

understand.  She has “told” me when we are wide awake at 4 in the morning 

that this is one of the reasons she left me alone for so long.  People ridiculed 

her for wanting to write.  It was the attitude of “Get a real job”.   

         But, then one day while I was stuck in a box under the computer desk in 

her office, something wonderful happened.  After years of wanting to write, she 

found a website during a “writing course” search online.  She had done this 

before, but this time, she found something that was truly interesting.  And, she 

could find the time and money to take this course. 

        There was a site called Writers Village and it was even based in Virginia, 

which is where she lives.  Maybe that was a sign, but whatever made her make 

the decision to join, I am so glad that she did.  I have been biding my time in 

the folder while she has been stretching her mental muscles and getting closer 

to bringing me back into her conscientiousness.  Achoo, I am so sorry again.  

Does anyone have a tissue? 
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       And today a wonderful thing happened she took me out of the box.  That 

is right I “saw” daylight for the first time in a long, long time.   I am actually 

“sitting” on top of the computer desk with my friends and family and we are 

“seeing” the light of day.  We live in a coastal town in New England. I heard 

her telling someone years ago that she wants to live in New England on the 

coast when she becomes a successful writer, maybe we’ll be neighbors. 

       From my new vantage point, I am catching up on where Nikki’s life is 

after all this time apart.  She is still working much too hard.  She is still 

managing a business, but now it is her brother’s business.  The last time I saw 

him he was about 14 years old.  He must have grown up since then.   

       I notice a difference in the way she approaches life and the things around 

her.  It seems like the years have held a lot of disappointments and difficulties.  

That could be why she seems more concerned with doing something just for 

herself.   

       I think this “writing thing” makes her happy and I know it makes me 

happy.  Maybe that means we are finally on a path that can be good and 

beneficial for both of us.  So here we are sharing our lives with you while Niki’s 

cat lays next to the door in “our” office.  He is different too, I will have to ask 

her when he moved into our world.  Achoo!  I have to “get out” more. 

    
       So, Kennalyn was in the back on my mind and at that point, I 

couldn’t put her “away”. I joined a study group at Writer’s Village 

and started taking classes, because I knew that my writing needed to 

improve. In November of 2oo2, I joined NaNo which stands for 

National Novel Writing Month. It’s a free event where thousands of 
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people from around the world spend the month of November trying 

to write 50,000 words in a novel.  

      That sounded a little daunting, but I decided to give it a try. 

Would you believe that I wrote 57,000 words that month in addition 

to working about 50 hours a week. I thought I was on a roll with my 

story. In December I reread the story I’d written and realized that I 

started the story in the wrong place.  

      The bad news, all that work became background for my 

characters. (I would plan better the next year.) I decided where to 

start the story and got back to work.  

        I won’t bore you with the doubts, revisions and other problems 

that plagued me while I worked on the story. Let’s just say that I 

worked on each chapter with my study group and was ready to 

submit the story to publishers and agents in March 2004.  

 I submitted the story to Wings e-Press and was offered a 

contract in June 2004. Stormy View was released on March 1, 2006.  

 

Here are some pictures near Rockport and Gloucester, Mass. 

Misty Cove is set in the vicinity of Gloucester.  
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Misty Cove Background 

Misty Cove is my fictional setting for a series of novels. The first is Stormy 

View and it’s a contemporary romance. Widow's Walk is a historic saga which 

is set in Misty Cove between 1841 and 1852. Lady Light Keeper is set between 

1852 and the opening days of the Civil War. Rebels and Rogues begins with 

Lizbeth’s son leaving home to fight in the Civil War. Aidan travels from Misty 

Cove to the coast of North Carolina.   

This narrative is Kennalyn’s description of Misty Cove. Geographically the 

location is a few miles south of Gloucester, Massachusetts. It’s a beautiful area 

and I hope to convey the history and beauty to you. 
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Kennalyn's Misty Cove  

     Cape Ann is a beautiful section of the Massachusetts coast.  It’s not as well 

known as Cape Cod, but the residents like it that way.  They appreciate the 

quieter beauty of our area.  Cape Cod bustles with people and that includes a 

lot of tourists.  Cape Ann has a lot of history and tranquil beauty without the 

tourists.   

    There’s a rich history of hard working and hard living people.  Misty Cove, 

like neighboring Gloucester and Rockport are fishing towns.  Fishing isn’t a 

peaceful pastime. Commercial fishing is hard work and requires separation 

from loved ones. There’s a sense of danger involved in it.  The “perfect storm" 

hit the coast of Cape Ann with great strength and determination. But that's 

another story. 

    Storms have hit this coast for centuries and led to a need for lighthouses and 

lifesaving stations. There are the twin lights of Thatcher Island and our 

lighthouse on the tip of Misty Cove.  It’s called Stormy View Light and my 

father, Captain Bart is the keeper. My family members have been keepers of 

the light for generations.   

    The history of heroics in my family is great and we’re proud of it.  My great 

grandfather led several large lifesaving missions, as did my grandfather and my 

father.  My great great great grandfather Duncan Jones was involved in 1848 

when Congress passed the Newell Act which provided for the construction of 

structures which would house life saving and rescue equipment in areas which 

were known as shipwreck areas. Duncan wasn't involved in Misty Cove, but 

moved there soon after.  
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    The Lifesaving Service was being phased out as my grandfather was taking 

his place in the family business. In 1915, the Lifesaving Service became known 

as the US Coast Guard. My grandfather chose to take his place as keeper of the 

Light instead of joining the Coast Guard. In 1939 the Coast Guard merged with 

the US Lighthouse Service.  Captain Bart succeeded him as Keeper of the 

Light when he died.  

    My grandmother and great grandmother were behind the scenes protecting 

the injured.  They provided warm food and drink to help the men through the 

long rescues.  Some rescues could take long hours and sometimes more than a 

day to search for the survivors and to retrieve the bodies that could be saved.  

The men needed to keep up their strength along with a warm fire and 

supplies.  Sometimes the breeches buoy would break or the tow line for the 

rescue boat would snap and more often than not, one of my grandmothers was 

there to help.  The women also tended to the injured.  Like the future women 

of the Red Cross, they helped the sick, provided aid and comfort in these 

situations.  It’s a rich and satisfying family history I want to share with my 

daughter one day.   

    As with most small New England towns, Misty Cove people hold strong 

views about most everything. Our friends and neighbors stand up for what they 

think is right.  Travelers coming through our area, find it friendly and tranquil.   

    Misty Cove has the look of a quaint centuries old fishing village.  There are 

piers by the water and all manor of fishing boats and paraphernalia.  This 

includes lines, buoys, traps and fishing shacks. It’s funny how people never 

feel the need to repaint the fishing shacks.  In the spring, summer and fall 

there are too many fish to attend to.  And, in the winter it’s too cold.    
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     The winters in New England can be bad. The water looks intriguing with 

snow falling against it and with the snow piled on the boats.  Many a fishing 

shack has been almost covered with snow during a blizzard.    

      A big blizzard shuts things down in Misty Cove.  For this reason close 

attention to the weather forecast is critical and we must stock up ahead of 

time.  The women can and freeze food to get us through the long, lean 

months.   

     The town has many old clapboard houses and houses covered with shakes.  

Their paint peels and the shakes are weathered. Some houses overlook the 

ocean and have widow’s walks and huge bay windows.  These bay windows 

and a large number of other windows in Misty Cove have weathered window 

boxes.  Any paint is long since gone but the petunias and snapdragons and so 

on, bloom each spring.   
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    The windows helped the women and children keep an eye out for their men 

returning home from sea.  These areas also gave a fairly unobstructed view of 

the incoming storms.   Many times this would only cause the families to be 

more concerned about their loved ones at sea.  The men would sometimes fish 

for a couple of months at a time and with little or no communication. This 

would leave the collective imaginations of their loved ones to run wild.   

 

    Downtown Misty Cove area has the old lantern style street lights.  These are 

much nicer than the harsh street lights in the big cities.  Some of the windows 

on the downtown stores have colorful awnings which accentuate their stores 

and draw the customers to the windows to see their wares.  

    Many of the store and business owners have the shingle type signs which 

blow on their chains in the breeze.  When a nor’easter brews, it’s a smart move 

to take the signs down.   
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    There’s an old cemetery on the hill at the far northwest end of town.  It’s set 

off by itself, but there are several hundred years of ancestors buried there.  The 

old grave markers crumble and crack.  The years of cold and storms have 

eroded the lettering which marks who lies beneath.  Each of my ancestors are 

buried there and the gravestones make mention of their contributions to the 

town of Misty Cove. 

    There are many beautiful wild flower gardens.  Some planted by loving 

hands and others the work of birds flying overhead.  These plants and flowers 

are hardy like the residents and the beauty of each is appreciated. 

    It sounds like a rugged life, but Misty Cove and Cape Ann residents thrive 

on it.  A fishing village isn’t the place for a cushy life.  The only people who 

have a life which is a step above, are the men who live on the far hills and own 

the fishing boats.  He has more money to work with, but he has a lot to loose 

when the boats go out.   

    The boats and the equipment needed on fishing boats are expensive.  When 

one of the boats sink, they loose their livelihood. This includes the boat, 

whatever catch was hauled in, and the supplies purchased for the trip.  This is 

financially difficult for him, but the families of the fishermen loose their 

husbands, fathers and sons.  Everyone on the coast pays a price when anyone 

is lost at sea, that’s why the lighthouse and the Life Saving Service are 

important parts of the community.   

    Walking down the streets of Misty Cove, feels like being in an old town.  The 

passage of time seems to have missed us.  That’s one of the reasons why 

getting away seems so intriguing to many young people.     
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    Misty Cove is not a place to make big money.  Bartering has been popular 

for many years.  Why pay cash when you can trade something you don’t want, 

for something you do?  Even the General Store doesn’t make its’ owners rich.  

They have a house furnished with a variety of things, but his bank account 

doesn’t bulge.   

    One thing that’s not tolerated in Misty Cove is crime. These things include 

burglary, breaking and entering, destruction of property and certainly harming 

another individual. Judge Stone is a third generation juror and he doesn’t put 

up with foolishness or maliciousness.  He hands down strong punishments 

and that discourages repeat offenders.   

    Most of the young people felt the need to push Judge Stone at least once, 

and that’s usually all it takes. The last three Judge Stones have all ruled the 

bench with a strong hand and it makes Misty Cove a better place.  Judge and 

Mrs. Stone would do anything for you, outside the courtroom.  But, inside the 

courtroom, every criminal is at his mercy.   

    The soft sounds of the bird’s songs fill the air as they soar off the coast.  The 

pelicans fly along the edge of the water and dip down from time to time to pick 

up their latest meal.  The gulls love to see the children because they usually 

bring food of some kind.  They fish for their own meals sometimes, but the 

children supplement that with bread crumbs. It’s a strange diet, but they love 

it.  Life is different here, but that’s the way Misty Cove residents like it. 
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This is my original sketch of the Cape Ann coastline with the local landmarks 

and small towns along the coast. Originally, Misty Cove was going to be Cape 

Shore. I noted each potential location for Cape Shore. You will see the variety 

of locations where I considered placing the town and lighthouse. I finally 

decided on the location which was originally labeled Cape Shore -1.  

 

 
 

It turns out that the Eastern Point lighthouse is in that area. That lighthouse is featured on 

both of my book covers.  

 
For more information and links about Cape Ann and Eastern Point, click here. 

 
(Please forgive the rough drawing ☺☺☺☺  
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There’s a picture in my living room I saw when I walked out 

my front door. It is of a woman standing on a widow’s walk 

as a storm approaches. Each evening I would look at the 

picture and I was sure there was a story idea in that picture.  

 

Widow’s Walk took shape in my mind. It was going to be one 

book. The story has developed and it will be three novels and 

a series of short stories. You never know, it could include 

another book or two before the story is complete. 

    

    
    

This is an etching of the 1870’s lighthouse. Widow’s Walk is 

set in the 1840’s & 1850’s.  The light stood regally on Eastern 

Point near the location where a lighthouse stands today.  
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Eastern Point – 1880’s 

    
What people are saying about Widow’s Walk  

    
Lizbeth Sullivan looks forward to her upcoming wedding. She and William are 

ecstatic to be tying the knot and work vigorously together to organize the huge 

event. One thing that Lizbeth wants more than anything is for her father to escort 

her down the aisle. His duties usually take him away from home since he is a 

Captain of his own fishing vessel, the Misty Pride. For Lizbeth, it has been a 

harrowing nightmare each time her father is out at sea and a storm gale arises. On 

the eve of their marriage, a horrendous storm shatters mayhem on the seas that 

has Lizbeth on pins and needles worried about her father. She stands on the 

widow’s walk watching the terrible gale as she prays all the ones in the ship will 

be given safe passage home. William, concerned over Lizbeth, decides to stay with 

her not desiring to leave her alone. She seeks the reassurance that the lighthouse 

light will guide the men to shore safely but when the beacon of the light doesn’t 

shine, trepidation really sets in.  

 

Widow's Walk is an electrifying story. I love books that are filled with tender 

romance and anything with lighthouses. Every beautiful detail in this poignant 

read is depicted brilliantly. The characters and their conversations along with the 

whole complete setting really enhance and make it unique. It is such a forceful 

read that I found myself relating to the characters in many ways. They reach out 

and touch down to the soul. Lizbeth is such a robust woman and with William she 

seems to stand even taller. I am so glad that he was an understanding man and 

not like some of the other citizens in that time frame. Nikki Leigh shapes a book 

that excels, gives hope and proves, romance is still alive. With her talent she 

composes a book where this reader visualized everything as if right in the middle 

of the storm, right down to the slashing waves. Her in-depth writing exhibits 

Lizbeth’s pain and joy throughout the story. She knows how to craft a masterpiece 

that touches not only the heart but also the soul. With a colorful well-rounded cast 

of secondary characters and a picturesque setting hard to forget, this reader found 

it an absolute breath-taking, gratifying read. I could read it again and again. 

 

Reviewed by: Linda L 

         http://www.fallenangelreviews.com/2006/June/LindaL-WidowsWalk.htm 
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************ 

"Kudos to Nikki Leigh. Her historical romance, Widow's Walk, is a tour de force that captures 
the spirit of New England, of the sea-faring men, and the women who love them. This one is 
a real keeper!"—Arline Chase, author of Killraven, Spirit Series, Spirit of Earth, Spirit of Fire 

www.arlinechase.com 

 *********** 

One thing that really draws me to Nikki Leigh’s writing is the locations she uses in her 
stories. The first book I read of hers, LILAH AND THE LOCKET, took place at Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina. Her new release, WIDOW’S WALK, takes place at the fictitious Misty Cove, 
Massachusetts. WIDOW’S WALK is an elegantly penned historical that will capture your 
heart. 

Lizbeth Sullivan is set to marry her childhood sweetheart, William Kinsey. Unfortunately, 
days before their wedding, her father dies in a boating accident. Forced to postpone their 
upcoming vows, Lizbeth and William’s love for each other guides them through the turbulent 
period after that horrible accident.  

Now, Lizbeth needs to not only try to heal emotionally from the death of her father, but also 
try to assimilate herself into a town where being a female isn’t an easy thing. It is their love 
for each other that is the driving force in this wonderfully written story.  

Nikki Leigh’s WIDOW’S WALK is a heartwarming story that at times will bring a tear to your 
eye, and at other times bring joy to your heart. She truly has a gift for adding details to her 
story that actually make you feel like you're really walking on the beach at Misty Cove.  

Lizbeth and William are the perfect romantic couple. They each care, respect and have an 
unconditional love for each other that is uplifting. However, it is not only Lizbeth and William 
that bring this story to life. There’s an array of townspeople that bring a certain charm to 
WIDOW’S WALK, as well. I enjoy Nikki Leigh’s writing. She is a talented author who has a 
knack for writing stories that captivate the reader. WIDOW’S WALK is a wonderful romantic 
historical that is perfect to curl up with and enjoy! 

Julie Kornhausl - Romance Reader at Heart 

http://www.romancereaderatheart.com/pubsandpromos/2006/aug06/WW_NL.html 

******** 

A delightful historical, Widow’s Walk: Misty Cove Chronicles, Book 1 is set in 1841 
Massachusetts and delves into the lives of those who work the ocean as their sole means of 
income. First in the Misty Cove series Ms. Leigh writes a tender love story that possesses a 
compelling although suspenseful plot. Her cast is charming as they motivated me to 
continue reading. Lizbeth’s resilience is tangible as she deals with the death of her father so 
close to her wedding. Her gentleness shines when she includes her housemaid as part of the 
family. William is self-assured and very protective of Lizbeth. Taking to task Ida Gardner’s 
cruelty towards Lizbeth in front of the community was quite amusing. As secondary 
characters, Sara and Mayor Nolan and Abigail Westley round out a strong supporting cast. 
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Published by Write Words, Inc. Widow’s Walk is a pleasing dramatic tale that continues with 
“Lady Lightkeeper: Misty Cove, Book Two”.  

A dedicated reader, Pamela Jenewein 

http://romanceatheart.com/review/widowswalk.html 

 

Rating 4 stars 

Release Date 2006.01.1 Sensuality Rating sweet 

Lizbeth Sullivan is busy preparing for her wedding to the man of her dreams, 

William Kinsey. A violent storm blows up and her father is lost. It was a loss that 

could have been prevented if the lighthouse keeper had been doing his job 

properly. With the tragedy occurring a few days before her wedding, Lizbeth and 

William know they must postpone it. It is their love for each other that helps them 

get through the weeks that follow. William Kinsey and Lizbeth love each other as 

no one else can. It will be this love that will get them through the death of her 

father and all the other problems that follow.  

Widow's Walk is a testimony to what we can endure and conquer if we had the 

right person next to us. Lizbeth was an independent woman indulged by her 

father. There were many people in the town who resented this and let her know. 

William was her perfect match. Very strong, he would not tolerate any one hurting 

her. Together they can handle and conquer everything life throws at them. Truly 

an inspiration to those of us who have handled tragedies, Widow's Walk is a must 

read novel. Kudos to Nikki Leigh for penning such a wonderful tale.  

 Elise Lyn 

http://ecataromance.com/reviews?type=&id=1088 

Four Coffee Cup Rating 

      Lizbeth worries each time there is a storm and her father is out at sea. On the eve of her pending 
marriage to William, a storm begins to rage. Watching from the Widow’s Walk, a small platform atop their 

house, Lizbeth prays the Misty Pride will be safe. 
      William has loved Lizbeth ever since he can remember and cannot wait to marry her. Rushing to 

check on her well being during the storm, he goes against propriety to see her alone at home and stay 

with her. 
      It is October 1841. The storm worsens and, along with Lizbeth, he is horrified to discover the 

lighthouse is not lit and the Misty Pride in trouble. Begging Lizbeth to stay home, William gets help and 
goes to the lighthouse. He finds the keeper passed out on the floor...  

    The first in a series of three books, Widow’s Walk has intriguing sub plots and support characters. 

Nikki Leigh pens a very strong-minded heroine in Lizbeth. With excellent character portrayals, this book is 
one you can really sit back and relax with. It takes in quite a span of time, finishing in 1852, so the 

reader gets the satisfaction of seeing Lizbeth and William's realization of their dreams. If you love 
historicals, do not miss Widow's Walk. 

 
Wendy - Reviewer for Coffee Time Romance 

http://www.coffeetimeromance.com/BookReviews/WidowsWalk.html  
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Lizbeth is an independent-minded woman - at a time when disregarding decorum set 
gossip flying and petticoats ruffling. She's engaged to marry her childhood sweetheart, 
William, who admires and respects her independence. With their wedding a few days 
away, they look forward to finally getting down to the business of living out their dreams. 
The October Gale of 1841 changes all that - and sets in motion a series of events that 
changes Lizbeth, William, and the people of Misty Cove forever.  
 
In the talented hands of author, Nikki Leigh, Widow's Walk paints a vivid picture of life in 
an 1840s Massachusetts fishing village and Lizbeth proves the power of tenacity and 
unwavering love in overcoming the hardships that women of that period faced. As I read 
the story, there were times when I could almost hear the wind howl, taste the spray of 
salt water, and feel William's tender embrace.  
 
I found Widows Walk to be an enchanting, inspirational, heartwarming and 
heartwrenching journey. If you love a story about a strong woman and a stronger love, 
don't miss this one. 

T Rilling -  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product//1594313431/ref=cm_rv_thx_view/102-6955808-
8296158 
  

******** 

Four Beacon Review for Widow's Walk 

Widow's Walk is a woeful historic romance set against the backdrop of the Atlantic 
coast. Lizbeth Sullivan is to be married within days when an accident at sea claims her 
father. More tragic than the accident itself, are the reasons behind it, which will set the 
town on edge. Finally able to marry, Lizbeth and William are not free from heartbreak as 
they attempt to have a family and run the business that Lizbeth inherited from her 
father. With the aide of her friends and the love of her man, Lizbeth struggles to 
overcome the loss of her parents and to remain proper despite her strong spirit. 
  
I could just picture the sea gulls dipping onto the water as the fishing boats came 
ashore in the quaint town of Misty Cove. Sated with colorful characters such as Ida the 
mercantile owner and Sara the Portuguese housekeeper, Widow's Walk, was a 
pleasurable journey. I welcomed the balance of despair and delight in the young 
woman's life. Her emotions were genuinely presented as if I could feel Lizbeth's love 
and pain. And of course, I had to root for a woman who threw propriety out the window 
for a trip to town.  
 
 -- reviewed by C.C.  Lighthouse Literary Reviews 
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Childhood sweethearts Lizbeth and William are preparing for their forthcoming marriage 
when a storm hits Misty Cove. Lizbeth's father is a ship's captain, and his boat is out at sea 
that night. When William realises that the lighthouse is not lit, he realises that the ship is in 
danger. Tragically, Lizbeth's father is killed when the ship founders... 

The couple begin to rebuild their lives, forced by social convention to postpone their 
marriage until after a period of mourning. The tragedy has struck deep into the town of 
Misty Cove, and Lizbeth wants to uncover who was responsible for the death of her father. 
As the days progress, she uncovers hidden secrets and encounters both betrayal and 
support from unexpected places. 

This is the first of a trilogy set in Ms Leigh's wonderful imaginary town of Misty Cove. 
Readers of 'Stormy View' will recognize the landscape, but the story takes place over a 
century before the events of that book. Told in the first person from the perspectives of 
Lizbeth and William, 'Widow's Walk' plunges us straight into the hearts and minds of the 
characters. The plot unfolds over a decade in the young couple's life together, and there is 
intrigue and suspense a-plenty as well as time for tears and laughter. Lizbeth is a strong, 
independent woman and readers will really engage with her. A well-recommended read. 

http://www.enchantedramblings.net/reviews/review0266.html 

******* 

This review is from one of the women in the study group where Widow's Walk was 

expanded and refined :) Thanks Patty. 

Hi Nikki – Loved your book!  Congratulations again.   

Nikki Leigh cleverly blends appealing characters with life in a 19th century American fishing 
village to bring us this tale of one woman’s courageous struggle to give meaning to her 

father’s death and marry the man she loves.  --  Patricia Evans  

************  

It is 1841 in the small town of Misty Cove, Massachusetts. Lizbeth Sullivan is young and in love and due to marry 

her childhood sweetheart William Kinsey. Life seems perfect to the young, naïve Lizbeth. However tragedy strikes 

and lives are lost through fate and ineptitude. The couples’ wedding is postponed due to the mourning conventions 

of the time.  

Because of the tragedy, Lizbeth inherits part of a shipping business, and she and William begin planning for the 

future. When they eventually marry, they begin to build the foundations of what they want their life to be. But life 

does not always go as they plan and they learn to survive the disappointments and tragedies that they face on the 

way.  

Initially, I found the character of Lizabeth a little mealy mouthed. However as I read on I realized that I had to look 

at her as a character that was growing and evolving like any one does, and that only through life experience that 

people real or fictional actually develop depth to their characters. As for William, I found him incredibly nice, 

staunchly protective and possibly a little too good to be true. I want to believe men like William existed in 1841 or 

exist in 2006. The other characters were interesting. There were malicious gossipers, ‘fallen’ women, loyal towns 

people and plain weird folk. Just like anyone group of people you would find in your own town or work place.  
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The patronizing way Lizabeth got dismissed by the men in the novel again reinforced in my mind how hard it was 

for women in that era. And the medicinal procedures or lack there of made me grateful I live in 2006. All in all, I 

was impressed by the historical accuracy of Widow’s Walk.  

Widow’s Walk is a story about life, love, death and the endless circle they spin in. It’s also about the social standing 

and stringent class structure of the time. In many ways, there are many parallels between the characters lives in the 

book and the lives we live today. Life changes, thing happen and we all go on in one way or another. I’ll admit it 

I’m jaded to the extreme and it took me a while to get into this book, but once I did I was glad I read it. I believe it is 

an enjoyable and inspirational book and well worth the read.  

Janet  

http://www.onceuponaromance.net/Widow'sWalkReview.htm 
   

It’s 1841, and Lizbeth Sullivan is putting together the finishing touches for her wedding to 
her beloved William, which is only a few days away.  Lizbeth’s father, Captain Sullivan, is at 
sea on the last fishing trip of the season.  A violent storm comes up, but Lizbeth is sure that 
the Captain will get his crew safely home; he’s the most experienced and most careful ship’s 
captain in the area.   

She’s sure he’ll be home soon—until she goes up to the widow’s walk to watch for him and 
discovers there is no light in the lighthouse.  The Captain’s ship runs aground and he is 
killed.  Just a few days before her wedding, Lizbeth’s life is turned upside down.  Her father 
is gone, and she is an orphan. 

Fortunately, Lizbeth is a strong woman.  She needs all of her strength plus William’s love 
and support to get through what’s ahead.  Her wedding must be postponed until after her 
season of mourning is over.  Instead of finalizing wedding plans, she’s arranging her father’s 
funeral. 

Over the next few years, Lizbeth endures a nasty investigation into the shipwreck, and 
learns that the lightkeeper allowed the light in the lighthouse to go out because he was 
drunk.  She eventually marries William, and they have a baby, who dies before William can 
hold him.  Various friends and neighbors move through their lives, weaving a pattern of 19th 
century life that feels authentic.  This is a story involving real people, who have faults and 
hurts, who pout and cut off friends, and who love and care for each other.   

Nikki Leigh’s characters are solid, three-dimensional and dynamic and the book is well-
paced.  There are some loose ends, but this is the first book in a series, and they will, 
hopefully, come together in a later book. 

http://www.bookpleasures.com/Lore2/idx/0/2558/article/Widows_Walk.html 
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Chapter One 
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October 3, 1841 

Sunday Evening 

 
Brilliant flashes of lightning lit the night sky and the thunder rumbled my soul. The cold 

raindrops brushed my cheek while the storm drew near. Intense heartbeats hammered in 

my chest as I thought of father and his crew. Their fishing boat was on its way home. We 

hadn’t heard exactly when they planned to return, but this storm worried me. I reminded 

myself that my concern could be unfounded. 

 

Through the years, I watched many storms approach the Cape Ann coastline. We lived on 

a section of the Massachusetts coast which didn’t see many hurricanes but, this one 

promised to be powerful. 

 

The cool early morning breeze turned into a cold, stiff wind. My thoughts crossed the 

churning waters of the Atlantic, which spread in front of me. I couldn’t help but worry 

about Father. Once his boat was in sight, I could relax because then the lighthouse beacon 

would guide him safely into the harbor. Waves pounded the rock cliffs far below my perch 

on our widow’s walk.  

 

My eyes caught the light from the Stormy View lighthouse. The beacon reassured me that 

father would find his way home. I knew in my heart that he could get home, once he saw 

the coastline. The beacon shone above our small fishing village of Misty Cove. Clusters of 

clouds were visible in the light, making them appear ominous. 

 

The gale moved closer to shore as I scanned the horizon for father’s fishing boat from my 

perch on the widow’s walk atop our home. Would Father stay at sea until the storm 

passed? I pulled my coat collar against the cold rain and opened the door to scurry back 

inside the house. 

 

My dear friend Abigail waited for me inside where she was working on the wedding dress I 

would wear in a few days. I could try to hide my concern, but Abigail knew me well. 
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“Lizbeth, are you all right?” her soft voice called out to me. 

 

“I need to sit by the fire and get warm. The temperature has dropped since this afternoon.” 

I walked straight to the hearth. 

 

Abigail looked in my direction. Concern lined her face. “Could you see anything from the 

widow’s walk?” A chill raced up my spine when I heard the words widow’s walk this close 

to my wedding. My fiancée, William was safe onshore, but Father might be in danger. 

Abigail added the final touches to my wedding dress. I wanted something simple, but she 

had wonderful ideas that made my dress a treasure. 

 

“You’re soaked.” Abigail walked to me, a cloth in hand, and shook her head. “I’ll dry your 

hair. I won’t allow a cold to interfere with your wedding.” She laid one of mother’s quilts 

over my shoulders and ruffled my hair. 

 

“Speaking of your wedding, if your mother was here, she would have this talk with you.” I 

knew what she was about to say. “We should talk about your… behavior on your wedding 

night.” 

 

With a touch of hesitation, I spoke in a low voice. “Sara and I talked about that.” 

 

Abigail coughed. “I’m not sure that Sara’s advice would be the best in this situation.” 

 

“Abigail, I know you mean well, but I won’t listen to you insult Sara. She’s cared for father 

and me since I was a young child and father has been happy with her. There’s no reason to 

ignore her now.” 

 

Abigail sputtered as she spoke. “H-he can’t think that she would be the best person to talk 

to about—” 
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“Abigail, you said your piece.” She opened her mouth to speak, but I held up a hand. “This 

is the end of the conversation.” 

 

Her hands worked on my hair with rough movements. She was mad, but I wouldn’t let her 

insult Sara. Both women were special to me, besides it was easier to discuss things like that 

with Sara. I needed to think of something more peaceful. 

 

I remembered the time when I met William, who became my best friend when I was six 

years old and he was nine. Twelve years later, he was still my best friend and fiercest 

protector. Anyone who was cruel to me had to deal with William. He’d always been at my 

side to save me from harm. 

 

No other young men sparked the same enthusiasm in me. William stirred an excitement 

along with love, loyalty and devotion; it was a good foundation for our marriage. If my 

mother was here, I’d talk to her about it, but she died giving birth to my younger brother. I 

was only three years old at the time and a year later I lost my brother too. 

 

“In any case, the preparations for your wedding are almost done.” She peered out the 

window as she spoke. “I wish this storm would move off our coast.” 

 

I looked into Abigail’s weathered face. She took great care to dress her best, but her face 

and hair were mussed from the weather earlier in the afternoon. Scant streaks of gray 

within her brown hair gave her an air of sophistication. Years ago when I commented on 

Abigail’s blue eyes, she told me they were the same shade as mothers. People said they were 

mistaken for sisters when they were young. 

 

“I’ll feel better when father’s boat has docked. Mr. Lockwood shouldn’t have insisted they 

go out this late in the season.” I paced the floor. “Do they think father will get home before 

the storm hits?” 
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Abigail rose from her seat, wrapping a wrinkled hand around my shoulder. “Your father 

has sailed these waters for years. It would take an incredible storm to keep him away. He 

always says that the Stormy View lighthouse is his constant star to guide him home.” Her 

words were a comfort, but I noticed the shadow of concern in her eyes. 

 

“What do we need to do before Wednesday?” I counted the things that remained on my 

fingers. “Our invitations are delivered. My beautiful dress is almost finished.” A wave of 

sadness washed over me. “I considered wearing a veil, but I’d rather wear a wild flower 

headdress. Besides, Mrs. Gardner refused to order a veil for me.” I struggled to push her 

from my mind. This was not a time to think about my problems with Ida Gardner. 

 

Many happy thoughts had filled my days over the past few weeks. William was almost 

finished renovating our house. Normally, he would be on the boat with father, but it was 

better for him to stay and work on our home. With reports of a storm off the coast, 

completing the roof became our top priority. He finished a day early. Sara and I would 

work on the interior of the house after we moved in. We had already moved mother’s 

linens into the  cupboards beside my dishes. Sara and I canned beans, corn, and other foods 

during the summer. 

 

I helped with the finishing touches on our furniture. William assembled the chairs, tables 

and our bed. I sanded the rough sawn lumber and applied finishes when they were 

complete. The renovations to our home would be ready before we moved in next week. 

Father owned the house for years and we renovated it to accommodate ourselves. 

 

“I finished attaching this piece of lace on the shoulder. What do you think?” I studied her 

work. The vivid blue lace would match my eyes while the pale yellow flowers would blend 

with my blonde hair.  

 

My light coloring was a contrast to William’s dark good looks. His dark brown eyes 

matched his dark brown hair. Hours on the fishing boat gave his skin a deep tanned 
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appearance. My skin didn’t darken, even after many hours along the docks or on the 

water. Our contrasting appearances complemented each other. 

 

“I want to check the weather. Nolan should be by shortly in the landaulet. It’s an 

ostentatious carriage, it will keep us warm this winter. I’ll have to take you for a ride.” 

Abigail’s eyes shone bright as she looked at me. “Would you and William like to use it after 

the wedding? You could travel to your new home in comfort.” 

  

“I’ll ask William and see what he thinks. He may have a surprise planned.” A warm smile 

crossed my face each time I thought of my fiancée. 

 

I heard rocks crunch in front of the house and I glanced out the window. With a couple of 

steps, Abigail stood beside me and we saw Nolan stop near the front door. Their horse 

pranced while Nolan struggled to tie him to a fence post. A crack of thunder rang through 

the air. The horse reared back and brought his front hooves down near the gate. Nolan 

grabbed the reins and held fast to calm the horse until the lightning ceased.  

 

I noticed Nolan Westley’s profile in the storm. He was a distinguished man. His hair was 

thinning, but he combed it over to give the impression of more hair A tall, thin man, he 

walked with an air which exuded confidence. The residents of Misty Cove were fortunate to 

have him as our mayor. 

 

His gray hair blew free in the wind. He maintained a neat mustache and beard, which 

added to his fine appearance. Abigail and Nolan made a handsome couple and the town 

folks treated them with respect. I opened the front door when Nolan climbed the steps. 

 

“Come in and get out of the storm.” 

 

“Thank you for meeting me. This is a strong one. Are you both all right?” He shook the 

rain from his head in the foyer. 
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“We’re fine.” My shoulders tensed when I turned to him. “Have you heard any word about 

father and the Misty Pride?” 

 

“I haven’t heard anything, but he’s a skilled captain and knows these waters better than 

anyone. They will come within sight of the lighthouse, and the beam will guide him into the 

harbor.” He  sounded certain. 

 

“I’m sure you’re right. Mr. Lockwood shouldn’t have made them go out this late in the 

season. He’s a selfish and greedy man.” My anger flared and I stomped on the floor. 

 

“Your father wouldn’t go out this late unless it was important.” He gripped my arm, and I 

felt his strength.  

 

“Mr. Lockwood has enough money, but one day he’ll have to consider other people. I don’t 

know what will have to happen to make him change.” What could I ever do about Mr. 

Lockwood? 

 

“I don’t like your being alone in this storm. You can come home with us if that would make 

you feel better.” Abigail sounded like a mother hen. 

 

“In a few days, I’ll be a married woman and there will be times when William is away. I 

better get used to spending some time alone.” I walked Abigail toward the door and gave 

her a quick hug. “You need to get home before the storm gets worse. Nolan, take care of 

her, and I’ll see you tomorrow.” 

 

We walked outside together and I realized just how bad the storm had become. I hugged 

Nolan and Abigail before they stepped into the landaulet. The wind whipped my skirts and 

the hard rain fell on my head. I hiked up the dress hem and ran toward the house, boots 

sloshing in the mud. 
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“Close the door tight behind us and check the windows. If they aren’t closed, they’ll make 

a racket in this storm,” Abigail continued, as Nolan nudged her across the carriage. 

 

“I will. But I’ll rest better knowing you’re home safe,” I called out, trying to be  heard over 

the howling wind.  

 

 “Sleep well and I’ll check on you in the morning,” Nolan bellowed. 

 

I closed the door and noticed the candle had burned low and I searched for a replacement. 

It was a dark night, and I shouldn’t be without a light. 

 

I entered the keeping room and reached for my wedding dress. The lace Abigail added to 

the shoulders was a wonderful touch that came from one of mother’s dresses. A small piece 

of mother would be at our wedding.  

 

What would it be like to have mother with me? I doubted that my mother could be more 

dedicated to my happiness than Abigail and Sara. 

 

With a candle in hand, I climbed the stairs to my room and lit the oil lamp on my bedside 

table. My chamber set was near the window. Earlier in the day I filled the pitcher with 

water. I poured it into the bowl and washed my face. This simple cleansing ritual relaxed 

me. 

 

I pulled my rocking chair in front of the window that faced the harbor. Tomorrow I 

planned to visit our house and work with William. My ride to the house would depend on 

how bad the storm was in the morning. It might pass us overnight. I hoped father  would 

return sometime late the next day, after the storm had moved away from our coastline. My 

eyes grew tired as I peered into the stormy night and before I knew it, I dozed off. 

 

*** 
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A crash of thunder woke me. Tree branches slammed against the side of our house, rain 

pelted the window keeping me awake as the storm bore down on us. I shifted in the chair 

and tried to soothe the crick in my neck. 

 

I wrapped myself in a robe and raised the wick in the lamp before walking down the stairs 

with care. A knock on the door startled me as I reached the bottom step. I peered through 

the side window, but I couldn’t make out who it was in the dark. A flash of lightning lit the 

sky and I smiled when I recognized William. 

 

“Lizbeth, are you all right?” His tone was frantic. 

 

With a sense of panic, I opened the door. “I’m fine. Get out of the rain.” 

 

I helped him out of his soaked coat. He wore his banyan, the blue morning coat I made for 

him. The coat seemed out of place. I wasn’t used to seeing him in his sleepwear. 

 

William glanced at his attire and his face turned red. “I didn’t think about my clothes, or 

lack of them.” He cleared his throat and continued, “My only thought was to make sure 

you were safe.” He paused for a moment and looked in my eyes. “Are you all right?” 

 

I smiled at him and reached up to hug him around the neck. “I’m fine. This is a solid old 

house and I was asleep until the storm worsened.” Branches from a nearby tree hit the 

house causing me to jump at the noise. It must’ve been a large branch to make such a 

ruckus. “How did you get here?” 

 

I led him into the keeping room and stoked the embers on the hearth. After wrapping a 

blanket around his shoulders, I added several logs to rekindle the fire. 

 

“Thank you. This is so warm.” He snuggled into the blanket. 
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William shivered while I stoked the fire and pleaded silently for heat to penetrate the room. 

Slowly the fire grew larger and radiated some warmth. 

 

I sat on the floor beside William’s slat back chair and the bottom of my robe spread along 

the chair legs. “I appreciate your concern, but you could’ve been seriously hurt.” I touched 

his knee. “How will you get back home in this weather?” 

 

William’s eyes grew large. “I didn’t think about that. The important thing was to make 

sure you’re all right.” 

 

His smile was genuine and I held his cold hands in mine. I rubbed them and shared my 

warmth with him. 

 

“It isn’t proper, but you should stay here because I won’t risk your being hurt. Father 

would understand under the circumstances. He’d be upset if you left me alone in this 

storm.” I smiled at him and said, “We could stay awake here on the rockers. What do you 

think?”  

 

With a soft touch to my cheek, he spoke to me. “Why don’t you sit beside me? You can tell 

me how our wedding plans are coming.” He stood and slid the chair next to his. 

 

I sat near him, recounted the day’s events and enjoyed the warmth from the fireplace. 

Deep down I knew that I should lock myself in my room or send William away but I 

couldn’t find the motivation to do either. 

 

*** 

 

Something banged loudly against the side of the house and the noise woke me. William 

wasn’t in the chair next to me. I stood and dropped my blanket to the floor. He wasn’t in 

the kitchen or the washroom. I ran up the stairs and looked for him. He wasn’t in the 

house.  
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“William, where are you?” My words held an anxious tone. The wind blew hard and rain 

pounded the windows. 

 

The front door slammed with a thud and William entered the hallway. 

 

“Why were you outside?” I asked. 

 

“The shutters blew loose and I secured them.” He pushed back a loose strand of my hair 

with his cold wet hand. “Did I wake you when I went outside?” 

 

“The loud noise woke me. Come back to the fire with me.” My voice was barely audible, 

“Do you think father is safe?” 

 

William held my hand and kissed my cheek, “He’ll probably stay away from the coast and 

wait out the storm. When he sees the lighthouse, he’ll adjust his course to stay out of 

harm’s way.” 

 

“That means his life is in the hands of Edward Grimes.” Panic rose within me. 

 

“Not necessarily. Your Father knows this coast better than anyone I know. He’s a strong 

and capable man. I’ll climb onto the widow’s walk and look around. Stay 

here where it is dry.” 

 

“I have to see for myself,” was my determined reply. William shook his head and laughed, 

“You will do what you want. It’s a good thing I love you, even with that stubborn streak.” 

 

I hugged him and grabbed the spyglass before we started up the stairs. William pushed the 

door open and we stepped onto the narrow platform. Clouds hung 

lower in the sky and lightning gave them an eerie appearance. 
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The centuries old trees in the yard creaked under the strain of the wind. 

 

I could barely see the waves as I struggled to make out the white caps. With a sudden 

feeling of dread, I realized the problem. 

 

“William, the light isn’t shining.” I squeezed his arm. 

 

“Give me the spyglass for a moment.” I handed him the scope. 

 

“Oh please, no!” I heard his hushed words through the wind and rain. 

 

“What do you see?” The walkway was narrow and I lost my footing in the rain. 

 

William grabbed my arm and held me. “Lizbeth, you need to go inside. I have to get Mr. 

Westley.” He moved me toward the door and held my arm tight as we walked 

down the tapered stairs. “Will you stay in the house and out of the storm?” 

 

“Did you see father?” My voice was shrill. 

 

“Promise me you will stay here.” He looked stern. 

 

“I’ll stay, but only if you insist.” I pursed my lips and hoped he wouldn’t. 

 

“I think it’s the Misty Pride and they need the light at once. Please don’t make me worry 

about you too.” 

 

“Father is in danger.” I choked on the words. 

 

“Stay here where you will be safe.” He kissed me with fierce determination and 

disappeared into the night. 
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I had a clear view of his horse carrying him down the muddy road from my bedroom 

window. That was the best place to watch. I tried to see the Misty Pride in the intermittent 

flashes of lightning, but there were only shadows on the rough sea. 

 

I perched on the window seat and tried to stay calm, but it was no use. The lighthouse 

remained dark, but William was on his way. How much time did they have to help father 

and the crew? I needed to be by his side and help protect father. 

 

I rose from my window and pulled on my boots and cloak. Taking the stairs two at a time, I 

hastily unlocked the door and it blew backward in the wind. Once I started toward the 

front yard, the wind gusted and I landed in a mud puddle. Pushing my hands against the 

ground, I stood and slogged through the mud before I reached the barn door. 

 

William’s words echoed in my mind. He didn’t need to worry about me too and it would 

risk the lives of father and his men if I followed William. For once in my life, I decided to 

stay put although it would drive me crazy. I turned back to the house and climbed the 

stairs to take a seat at my window. Watching out the rain soaked window, I prayed for the 

safe return of the two most important men in my life. 

    

    

    

    

Widow's Walk is now available - click here.  
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Character’s from Widow’s Walk 
 

Lizbeth Sullivan Kinsey – Young woman who faces disappointments. Her strength and 

determination grow. She wants to gain the same respect her father earned. Does she have 

the strength to make a happy family life with William, her childhood sweetheart? 

William Kinsey – Lizbeth’s husband. Sailed with her father and becomes captain of the 

Misty Pride II, a gift from George. He lost his parents at an young age. 

George Sullivan – Lizbeth’s father. Respected fishing boat captain of the Misty Pride. 

Bess Sullivan – Lizbeth’s mother. Died in childbirth with Lizbeth’s younger brother. 

Misty Pride – George’s fishing boat. Lizbeth discovers George had a boat built for William. 

Lizbeth pays to finish it and they name it the Misty Pride II to honor George. 

Sara – Housekeeper while Lizbeth grew up. Sarah is Portuguese and isn't accepted by some 

people in Misty Cove. She supports Lizbeth throughout everything and even when friends 

turn against her.  

Edward Grimes – Lighthouse keeper when the October Gale strikes in the beginning of the 

book. 

Mitchell Jarvis – Investigator for the Fifth Auditor. Conducts the inquiry regarding Edward 

Grimes. Cold and unfeeling. Very by the book, government employee. The people in Misty 

Cove don't trust outsiders and it is obvious in their dealings with him.  

James Holcomb – Interim light keeper who replaces Edward Grimes. 

Simon and Alice Lockwood – Owners of Lockwood Shipping. Alice is low key but enjoys 

her social position. Simon is money grubbing and doesn't worry about risks. Simon is driven 

by greed, while Alice hopes to balance worker safety and environmental concerns. Alice’s 

heart is in the right place, but she isn't strong enough to impact her husband. 
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Nolan and Abigail Westley – Nolan is the mayor of Misty Cove and close family friend. 

Abigail was close friend of Bess’.  Remains close to Lizbeth. Abigail believes women should 

act "proper", and clashes with Lizbeth. Abigail resents Lizbeth becoming more 

independent as she struggles to fit in with women and society. She supports Lizbeth, but 

within the bounds that Abigail feels are acceptable. 

Henry and Ida Gardner – Owners of Gardner’s Mercantile. Ida was close friend of Bess 

Sullivan. Resents Lizbeth since Bess died.  Henry is caring and compassionate.  Ida is 

haughty and cruel spirited. Ida adds strife and conflict. Ida is Irish and has bad temper. 

Adopts sister’s illegitimate son and brings him to live in Misty Cove. Ida tells Lizbeth that 

she isn't the daughter Bess deserved. 

Stuart Gardner – Ida and Henry’s son.  Couple of years older than Marta and Aidan.  Book 

worm type. Ida has big hopes for him, but he's sick and not driven like his mother. 

Maggie McGibney – Ida’s sister. Lives in Boston and works in a pub. Has an illegitimate 

son. She becomes very sick and dies several months after Lizbeth loses baby. Ida brings the 

child to Misty Cove.  

Patrick McGibney – Maggie’s son. Moves to Misty Cove with Ida after his mother dies.  

Marta Bess Kinsey – Lizbeth and William’s daughter. Younger, and spoiled by father and 

older brother. Gets into trouble on a regular basis. 

Aidan George Kinsey – Lizbeth and William’s son. Marta’s twin. Older than Marta. Looks 

out for her and tries to keep her from trouble.   
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What People Are Saying About Lady Lightkeeper 

Lizbeth Kinsey keeps a lonely vigil waiting for her husband William to return from an 
overdue sea voyage. She is desperate for news and she knows what people are saying. 
However Lizbeth remains hopeful of William’s return. She has no other choice. She has to 
remain strong for her children.  

Along with her best friend Sara, Lizbeth gets through the lonely days. She is part owner in a 
shipping company and she has an interest in the lighthouse that keeps seafarers safe. When 
she is elected to take over the position of Lighthouse keeper her life begins to change.  

While Lizbeth watches and waits for the return of William, other problems present 
themselves. The advent of people claiming to be her husband’s parents brings shocking 
news that she must cope with. Why does the ever spiteful Ida hate her so? Then, there is 
Duncan Jones, her friend and assistant. How does she cope with her growing feelings for 
him? Can she ever love another man again?  

I like that Lady Lightkeeper is seen through the eyes of two women. It gives two 
competing points of view. I read the previous book to this one (Widow's Walk), so I was 
keen to see what happened to Lizbeth and William. There is this quiet, unassuming strength 
about Lizbeth that comes out in moments of crisis or strain. As for the character of Sara, I 
felt that woman had a lot to put up with in a time when conventions were tight and minds 
were inclined to be narrow. As with the first book, I loathed Ida, the woman with a chip on 
her shoulder.  

All the characters are written in a realistic way. I felt like I was reading an historical diary of 
someone’s real life rather than fiction. The characters face real life issues that any reader 
can identify with that. It’s a story about people enduring because they have no other choice.  

It’s the not knowing what happened to William and how should Lizbeth move on that keeps 
the reader interested. I liked the friendship, turning to slow realization of a possible 
romance with Duncan. I always enjoy a book that leaves with you with a question about the 
characters. Lady Lightkeeper is an enjoyable book and certainly worth reading.  

Janet - http://www.onceuponaromance.net/LadyLightkeeperReview.htm - 4 Stars 

****** 

In Lady Lightkeeper, the second book in her Misty Cove Series, author Nikki Leigh has crafted a fine 
sequel to her book, Widow's Walk. Ms. Leigh leads us into the lives of women, who lived on the Northeast 
Coast of America during the 19th Century, and their spiritual journeys. Following the heroine Lizbeth's life 
is like peeking into her diary and sharing her every feeling. Ms. Leigh is to be commended for a second 

good read.  Dorice Nelson - www.DoriceNelson.com/blog 

In Lady Lightkeeper, talented author Nikki Leigh has crafted another riveting tale that will yank at every 
string in your heart. Loss is an inextricable part of life for the people of Misty Cove and Lizbeth has 

experienced more than her fair share. We learned in Widow's Walk that Lizbeth is a strong, determined 
woman who will not let adversity steer her off course.   
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As Lady Lightkeeper opens she is awaiting her beloved William's return from the sea, unaware that she 

will be tested in ways she never dreamed possible. Now, with two young children, she must forge a new 
life. The ever-loyal and loving Sara is there to help and support them even after a rift develops that tests 

their affection. Lizbeth's independence has always been a source of both admiration and rebuke amongst 
the townspeople, but it becomes clear that her tenacity and determination make her the right person to 

be the next lightkeeper, rather than the more experienced southerner in their midst.   

Intertwined with Lizbeth's story, is a colorful cast of characters. These include the secretive assistant 

lightkeeper and the acid-tongued Ida who seems to have a hidden agenda where Lizbeth is concerned.  
In Leigh's expert hands their secrets unravel logically and meaningfully, leaving the reader feeling 

rewarded for having spent time with Lizbeth and the people of Misty Cove. 

Nora Peterson - Author of Past Imperfect - www.norapeterson.com 

****** 

Lizbeth Kinsey waits patiently for her husband William to return from his latest fishing trip. 
The last news was that he would be delayed. Every night finds her checking the beam of 
light that flashes across the sea to be sure it is operational, so that William will find his way 
into a safe harbor. Her young children keep asking when their father would return. She has 
no answers, but like all fishermen's wives, she keeps her vigil. The days are long and the 
night's even longer. 

Meanwhile, life goes on, problems arise and she has to deal with them. One particular 
problem is the town's Mayor, Ida. She doesn't know why Ida hates her. Does it have to do 
with her closest and best friend Sara? Or, is there a deeper reason for the animosity? The 
years pass, and the inexplicable arrival of people who claim to be her husband's parents, 
further complicate matters. But weren't they killed in a fire?  

Her friend and assistant lightkeeper, Duncan Jones, wants to be more than just her friend. 
His feelings for her go much deeper, but he knows the time is not right. Lizbeth feels her 
own emotions betraying her and becoming more and more entangled. *Lady Lightkeeper* 
takes you into the past where the men faced danger against the sea while their women 
waited and prayed for their safe return. It's a historical adventure of two women, told from 
each of their points of view. These strong women share their lives, their trials, their 
disappointments and how they cope with what life throws at them. The characters are real, 
enjoyable and believable. *Lady Lightkeeper* will keep you wondering where, or if, it will all 
end. It is an enjoyable book and well worth the read.  

Elena Dorothy Bowman - http://elenadb.home.comcast.net 

 

Nikki Leigh's Lady Lightkeeper is a heartwarming story of love, loss and love regained amid 
terrible heartache and the relevant issues of the time. Interesting tidbits about lighthouses 
and their keepers gives the story an added bonus. Ms. Leigh has done her homework well 
and you feel as if you are right there at the lighthouse during a storm. Secondary characters 
from Lizbeth's children to the town shrew give the story depth. Second chance at love is 
always a good read and Ms Leigh does it justice.  

Sandra Marlowe - http://www.historicalromanceclub.com/index-R.html 
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Chapter 1  

(Monday, September 27, 1852) 

 

 The ocean mist brushed across my face. Amber, orange and pink 

fingers of sunlight wrapped around the rails. My seat on the floor of the 

parapet was wet, but it didn’t matter. From my perch high atop the 

lighthouse, I scanned the horizon. There was no sight of the Misty Pride II. 

William should’ve been home weeks earlier. He sailed with his men over six 

months ago. Where was he and why wasn’t he home? Our children needed 

him and so did I. Waves crashed against the sandy floor far below.  

 As the sun rose, my frustration grew. “William, where are you? I need 

you here with me.” The words escaped my lips. Turning from side to side, I 

made sure no one heard my words.  

 Holcomb would arrive to check the light soon. Each morning he 

extinguished the light and began his daily chores. I should know the 

responsibilities after all these months. My presence day after day must 

irritate him, but the lighthouse was the best vantage point in Misty Cove. I 

could view the coast from the lamp room. Normally, the sheer beauty along 

our section of the Massachusetts coastline would take my breath away, but 

not as long as William was missing.   

 I could watch from the widow’s walk at home. Shivers raced along my 

spine and the hairs stood up on the back of my neck. Even looking at that 

part of the house gave me chills. With William missing, I simply couldn’t 

think about that. The name seemed like an warning and I would not give up 

hope that William and his men were fine. I couldn’t give up. 

 Tears flowed from my eyes and ran down my mist covered face. My 

thoughts wandered to Marta and Aidan. Our children were our greatest job 
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and they needed a father and a mother. I grew up without my mother 

because she died when I was young. But, my children needed both parents. I 

remembered Marta’s sad expression when William’s boat set out to sea. 

Before the Misty Pride II had cleared the dock she wanted to know when her 

daddy would be home because she already missed him.  

 In my heart, I knew he would be home. He’d been gone for over six 

months, but he would return to us. How many times had father’s fishing boat 

been late returning to shore? I couldn’t remember the exact number of 

times, but it was common for the men to arrive home later than expected. I 

leaned against the metal rails and gripped the wet surface with all my might. 

I wouldn’t lose again. I couldn’t lose again. 

 I shook my head and tried to clear my thoughts. Things happened on 

the ocean. I knew that better than most people. There had to be a good 

reason why the  was late, we just hadn’t received the details. I would 

continue to keep an eye on the dock and speak to any sailors that came 

ashore. Someone had to know where William and his crew were. 

 Dark gray clouds moved closer to the lighthouse and obscured my view 

of the harbor. Maybe it was time to go home and get breakfast. The cloud 

cover made it difficult to see any boats from the lighthouse, but I could see 

from the bay window in my bedroom. I’d return to the house to wake Marta 

and Aidan while Sara prepared breakfast. I had to smile when I thought of 

Sara. She and I had been close since the day father brought her home to care 

for me and the house.  

 I heard footsteps beside me and I turned to see Holcomb. “Good 

morning, Mrs. Kinsey. Can I help you this morning?” He leaned against the 

rail. 

 “No thank you, Mr. Holcomb.” I hesitated for a moment. “Why don’t 

you call me Lizbeth?” 
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 He tilted his head toward me. “Are you sure, ma’am?” 

Smiling I held my hand out to him. “I am. Do you mind if I call you James?” 

 He shook my hand and a warm smile crept across his face. “That would 

be nice.” He turned to face the ocean. “Have you seen anything this 

morning?” 

 Shaking my head, I spoke. “No, nothing yet. I didn’t see any boats 

coming into the harbor before the clouds moved in.” I watched the horizon 

and soaked in the sparse rays of sun that filtered through the gathering 

clouds.  

 James Holcomb kept his feet rooted to the platform but reached out to 

me with his words. “If you need anything, just tell me. I know the details 

about your father’s accident. Actually, that’s why the government brought 

me to Misty Cove. You can trust me to keep the light shining for Mr. Kinsey to 

find his way home.” 

 I hadn’t thought about the time of year. How could the date have 

escaped me? The eleventh anniversary of father’s accident was only a few 

weeks away. Tears flowed down my face. I lowered my head into both 

hands.  

 Holcomb placed a hand on my shoulder with a tentative touch. “I didn’t 

mean to make you unhappy. Please ignore me and I will leave you alone.”  

 He turned to leave, but I stopped him. “I’ve been so overwrought 

about William that I forgot about the anniversary of father’s death. I have to 

remember father, no matter how worried I am about William.” 

 “Can I do anything to help?” He asked in a ragged voice. 

“Sara and I set aside time to remember father each year. I want my children 

to know about their grandfather. He was a wonderful man. It is a shame they 

will never meet him.”  
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 “It’s wonderful that you help your children to know their grandfather. 

I’ve heard stories about George Sullivan. He was loved and respected by 

many people.” His eyes faced the sea. “I remember the hearings after Grimes 

let the light go dark during that storm. The first and foremost responsibility 

of the keeper is to keep the light shining. Grimes deserved to be jailed for 

shirking his duties.” 

 I touched James shoulder and smiled at him. “I’m glad to know you 

feel that way. The government built a lighthouse here because the sailors 

need the beacon. The October Gale of 1841 was bad, but I still believe father 

could’ve gotten home if the light had shone that night. He knew this coast 

better than anyone I know, except maybe William.”  

 “You husband is a competent captain and he will get his men and the 

boat home if it’s possible. There’s probably a good reason why they are late.”  

 “I know you’re right. Somehow, I have to find out why he isn’t home.” 

Determination pushed me to find the information I needed. “I will go to the 

docks and ask every captain who puts into shore, whether he has heard 

anything about the .” The heel of my hand slammed against the rails. 

 “I’ll check information I get for details about Mr. Kinsey and his crew.” 

 “Thank you. Please let me know if you hear anything.”  

 “You will be the first person I tell.” His words touched me. 

 I reached for my coat and turned to the door. “Sara is expecting me, so 

I need to go. The children will want breakfast and they don’t like to eat 

without me.” Thoughts of my children brought a bittersweet smile to my lips. 

 James stepped back to allow me to enter the lamp room. I reached out 

to touch the reflector that would magnify the light from the lamps. It was 

clean and that enabled the lamp to shine the furthest distance. It might seem 

unimportant to many people, but I knew the importance of keeping the lamp 

room clean and functioning properly. 
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 Curving stone steps led to the door of the lighthouse. My hand laid 

gently on the rail as I made my way down the stairs. There was a little 

bounce to my steps when I thought about my children. My boots clinked on 

the stones as I reached the bottom. James stayed upstairs to begin the 

morning duties. My horse stood by the hitching post. I climbed into the 

saddle for the ride home. 

*** 

 The front door opened when I galloped into my driveway. Aidan stood 

in the doorway and waved. “Good morning mother. We waited breakfast for 

you.” 

 Marta’s protests were audible before Aidan closed the door. I smiled 

and pictured my feisty daughter. Shadow, my horse, pranced around while I 

removed my saddle. I ran a hand along his mane and brushed him with my 

other hand.  

 “Good boy. I enjoyed our ride.” He neighed and nuzzled my cheek.  

 “Lizbeth, are you in the barn?” Sara’s voice came from the kitchen 

door. 

 “I’ll be inside in a few minutes.” I called out to her. Turning my 

attention to my horse, I spoke to him. “Take a rest and I’ll be back later 

today.” I led him into a paddock and started toward the house. 

 Sara sat my breakfast on the table. The curl of steam wafted to my 

nose. Scents tickled my nose and made my mouth water. I prepared to dig 

into the eggs and enjoy the crisp bacon. Evidently, my excursion to the 

lighthouse made me hungry.  

 “Mommy’s home. Can we eat now?” My daughter worried about food 

most of the time.  

 I ruffled her curls. “We can eat sweetheart.” Turning to Aidan, I asked. 

“How are you my little man?”  
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 Aidan rolled his eyes. “I’m fine mother. How are you?”  

 He sounded much older than his age. I hoped he would be able to 

enjoy his childhood. He needed to be a child and to spend time with his 

father. Sad thoughts flashed through my mind, but I turned my attention 

back to our children. 

 “Mommy, can we play today?” My little Marta asked. 

 “We can play this afternoon when I get back from the office. What if 

we play with Sara and Aidan later?” I slathered butter on my piece of warm 

bread. 

 “That’s good mommy.” Her smile could shine like the sun. 

 “Lizbeth, why do you need to go to the office?” Sara looked directly 

into my eyes. 

 “There are some things I need to check on since William has been gone 

so long. You know we can’t trust Lockwood to stay out of trouble. Can you 

stay with the children while I’m gone?” I asked my dear friend. 

 “I’ll be here when you need me.” Her smile reflected her love. 

 I mouthed the words, thank you, to my friend. She smiled and turned 

her attention back to her breakfast.  

 “The children and I can clean the keeping room until you get home. Or, 

you can help me clean the breakfast dishes.” Sara teased. 

 “That’s not fun.” Marta’s lip turned into a pout. 

 Sara and I laughed while Aidan shook his head.   

 I would ride to the Lockwood Shipping offices and check on news of 

William and the crew. Being an owner of a boating and shipping business 

should help me get the information I needed. However, my shares in 

Lockwood hadn’t helped me thus far. Maybe another approach was what I 

needed.  
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 Sara walked to my side. “I heard that a boat may be in the harbor 

today. It isn’t a boat from Misty Cove and they may have information about 

the  and William.” 

 I turned to her and my eyes opened wide. “How do you know?” 

 Her face turned a soft crimson red. “A friend mentioned it to me.” With 

that, she turned to walk into the kitchen. 

 I would talk to the captain if a boat did arrive. It was perfect since I 

was going to the shipping office this morning. Maybe I would find out 

something today about William and his men. I couldn’t help wondering who 

Sara had been talking to. If a boat did arrive, then I would be really curious 

about how she knew about their arrival. After all these years she still 

surprised me.   
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This is the monument to the women and children who inspired 

Lizbeth Sullivan Kinsey and her children. 
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 When I visited Gloucester, Mass, I saw the Gloucester Fisherman’s 

Memorial (www.cr.nps.gov/nr/travel/maritime/glo.htm). It was inspiring 

and with the water lapping against the shore nearby, it helped me to 

visualize the men that have been fishermen from the Cape Ann area.  

 Some time later when I began to research my historic novels set near 

Gloucester, Massachusetts, I found a website about the Gloucester 

Fishermen Wives Memorial. Reviewing their website (www.gfwa.org/) 

brought me back to the state of mind I had when I was in Gloucester. 

 As I began to create the story of Lizbeth Kinsey in Lady Lightkeeper, 

looking at the Fishermen’s Wives Memorial helped me to understand what 

my heroine would think and feel during the events in this story. I would 

welcome each reader to take a few minutes to look at the information 

about this memorial and it will help you understand Lizbeth and the other 

residents of Misty Cove a little better. These are some pages that will be 

helpful to you. (www.gfwa.org/memorial/memorial.html). 

 Lady Lightkeeper is dedicated to the strong women of the Cape Ann 

coast who supported their men and cared for their families and the 

community. I worked to create a character in Lizbeth Kinsey who reflects 

this spirit. I should also add that the characters in this story are not based 

on any specific individuals, but my hope is that they embody the spirit, 

resilience and determination of the Cape Ann community. 
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This is the monument to the men who inspired Captain Sullivan and 

his crew.  
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What people say about Stormy View -   

            A wonderful husband, a beautiful daughter…Kennalyn Stevens 

thought she had it all.  Then a horrible accident takes her husband, David, 

from her, leaving her a pregnant,  grieving widow, and at the mercy of a 

vindictive mother-in-law. 

            It’s time to return home to Storm View, and to a father whom she 

never got on with.  But Kennalyn is slowly rebuilding her life, and after 

mending bridges with her father, and opening her own business, the future is 

looking a little brighter.  She even has an old friend, Rick, who is sweet on her, 

and who wants to be more than just friends. 

          Now there are explanations to be made, deceptions to be uncovered, and 

the discovery of (a) diabolical plan to be faced.  Can Kennalyn ... stand the 

storm that blows around (her)? 

            A romance with a difference, this story will have you teary-eyed for a 

family torn apart – and renew your faith in love that ...weathers the storms.  

Angela Verdenius 
futuristic romance 

Love's Bewitching Thief - June 2004 
http://angelaverdenius.freeservers.com 
 

 ***** 

With colorful words, Nikki Leigh paints a breathtaking picture of life, from the 
shores of Los Angeles to the small fishing town of Misty Cove, Massachusetts.  
The struggles of her heroine, Kennalyn Jones Stevens, dealing with her 
spiteful mother-in-law, being a single parent and learning to love again is truly 
a realistic view of life. The emotional  
upheavals, agonizing decisions, along with the deceit and fraud perpetrated 
against Kennalyn and her family throughout the book, keeps your eyes glued 
to the pages until the very end. 
 
Joan McNulty Pulver 
http://www.epress-online.com - Acquisitions Coordinator 
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             Misty Cove is a New England town brought to life with beautiful strokes 
by author Nikki Leigh. It is also the setting for her novel, Stormy View. This work 
shows us the strength Kennalyn Jones, draws from a long heritage of lighthouse 
keepers.  
           Kennalyn is an attorney, as is her husband. They are making a beautiful life 
with their daughter in California on her husband’s turf, complete with a childhood 
housekeeper, a vicious, controlling mother and an ineffectual father. A tragic 
accident claims her husband’s life. This sends her back to Misty Cove, a pregnant 
widow with her child.  
           She must craft a new life. This new creation unfolds with surprising twists 
and turns that resolve in a surprising and satisfying manner that makes this a 
must read book. It also hooks the reader into what is a series to anticipate.  
 
By CMF Kosai  - "Surviving Mont Pelee"                                         

 ***** 

         Kennalyn Jones loves David Stevens with all her heart and soul.  David 
adores Kennalyn even more.  Together, despite the opposition of his mother, 
they marry and make a life for themselves.  Soon a daughter rounds out the 
family.  Kennalyn and David are happy, life is easy.  
         Kennalyn's life is turned upside down when David is killed in an 
accident.  Alone dealing with her young daughters grief, another pregnancy, 
being on her own, and mourning the loss of her soul mate, she moves back to 
Misty Cove.  Here, where she grew up, everything settles into a routine.  She is 
on an even keel even if her father doesn't always make it easy.    
         Kennalyn moves forward moment by moment, day after day, taking the 
highs and lows of single parenthood and dealing with guilt.  She even 
reconnects with Rick, an old friend, who wants to love her.  Can she move 
forward?  Does she have the strength to really live life?  Is her loss too great to 
overcome?  
        A remarkable story with many unexpected twists and turns, Nikki Leigh 
paints a picture brimming with love, pain, loss, and hope.  Stormy View is a 
definite must read for anyone who loves romance.  Only sleep kept me from 
reading this masterfully crafted story straight through from beginning to end.  

Lori Libby  

 

Now and Forever Dec 04  

Hunter's Arrow Feb 06  

www.lorilibby.com  

Kennalyn and David Stevens are getting ready to celebrate ten years of marriage when 
Kennalyn is visited by the Coast Guard. David has been in a boating accident and is at 
the hospital in a coma. Kennalyn rushes to see David only to discover his mother has 
taken her son to a private hospital. When Kennalyn arrives to see David, Mrs. Stevens 
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is in complete control of the situation of her son’s wellness. She has never liked 
Kennalyn and intends to use her clout to her advantage. After David dies in the coma, 
Mrs. Stevens immediately demands a rapid funeral and insists upon a closed casket. 
Once again Kennalyn is faced with a manipulating mother-in-law who continues to 

inform her that she is not welcomed and never will be. With no where to turn, Kennalyn, 
and the children, little Davie and Brittany, return home to her dad’s lighthouse but the 
more she dwells on the loss of David, her heart tells her that something just doesn’t 

appear right on the surface.  
 

Stormy View is a must read. Once I began reading, I couldn’t put this roller coaster ride 
down. The intensity between the mother, son and Kennalyn can be felt throughout the 
story as Hilda tries her utmost to erase Kennalyn from David’s life. The character of 
Kennalyn is strong in the way she handles the conniving, manipulative mother-in-law, 
who is worse than any wicked witch. Ms. Leigh pulls the reader immediately into the 
story. I could feel everything that the characters endured, even Hilda’s reactions each 
time she pointed that bony finger. This is one witch who certainly doesn’t require any 
broomstick for flying. Her evilness transcends through the pages. This is an incredible 
tale with great direction and a plot that spins a remarkable read that is absolutely visual 
in this page-turner. Whew, a recommended read that you don’t want to miss! Nikki 

Leigh incorporates a believing story with characters that ignite with incredible hope and 
prove that no matter how much spinning deceit revenge wishes to spin, true love and a 
rare romance blossoms to overcome any tornado destruction that tries to come in its 

path.  
 

http://www.fallenangelreviews.com/2006/April/LindaL-StormyView.htm 
 

******* 

Kennalynn is nervous as her fiancé takes her to meet his wealthy, social-climbing 
parents. David has warned her that his mother is a bit highly-strung, but when the 
two women meet, it's clear that Hilda Stevens hates her. Undeterred, they marry in 
secret – but when they announce the happy news, David's mother curses 
Kennalynn, accusing her of being a gold-digger.  

Some years later, David is killed in an accident. Kennalynn, pregnant with their 
second child, must struggle with her young daughter's grief and her own 
unhappiness against the machinations of her spiteful mother-in-law. She seeks 
refuge in her hometown, where her father is the lighthouse keeper. Their 
relationship has never been easy, but soon Kennalynn starts to rebuild her life. 
Another chance at love comes her way in the shape of an old friend, Rick, who is 
eager to be with her – but then she realises that her mother-in-law's hatred is far 
deeper and more unbalanced than she could ever begin to imagine… 

A memorable cast of characters – Ebbie was my favourite – and the truly villainous 
Hilda makes this a story worth reading. Full of pain, betrayal, hope and love, this 
book has all the ingredients of a good romance – plus it has one hell of a twist. The 
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author has more books set in the world of Misty Cove, so be sure to check them out 
– if they're like 'Stormy View' then they're sure to be winners. 

http://www.enchantedramblings.net/reviews/review0251.html 

******** 

Kennalyn and David have just been married. After meeting David's mother Kennalyn realizes she will 
never be welcomed into the family. David does not care that Kennalyn's family does not come from 

wealth, and plans a long and happy life for the two of them with many children. On their tenth 

anniversary David is involved in a boating accident and taken to the hospital. Before Kennalyn can arrive 
David's mother has him transferred to a private hospital owned by her family. Kennalyn has difficulty 

getting any information when she arrives, being always consulted after David's mother. Although this is 
beyond aggravating and demeaning for Kennalyn, her only concern is David's wellbeing. When David dies 

while in a coma a quick funeral is arranged with a closed casket. Kennalyn is in shock; everything is being 
controlled by David's mother. David's mother soon tells Kennalyn she is not welcome and Kennalyn finds 

herself moving back home to her father's lighthouse in Misty Cove, Massachusetts. But everything is not 

as it seems and there are secrets that will change everyone's life when they become known.  

Stormy View by Nikki Leigh is a wonderful story that shows how far people will go to get what they want. 
This story shows how a selfish person can manipulate and make everyone unhappy. It also shows how a 

true love will survive and conquer all obstacles. It contains some wonderful characters. Even the villains 

in the story are so evil that they just make everything better around them. I could go on and on with all 
the derogatory words to describe how I feel about David's mother, but I won't. Just trust me, she is pure 

evil. The history of the lighthouse is fascinating. The most development in a character would involve 
Captain Bart, Kennalyn's father. He was never happy having daughters instead of sons and sees them as 

useless, especially in carrying on the legacy of the lighthouse. It is interesting to see how his opinions 

change. Although the basic outline of the story was predictable there was many surprises along the way. 
This story is an emotionally stirring book that goes through all the stages of grief and survival. The 

romance is sweet and the revenge in the end is even sweeter. I find the reason behind everything was 
believable. In fact the whole story can be pictured as something that could actually happen. This seems 

to make a big impact on how you can look at this story especially as you picture the story from 
Kennalyn's perspective and that is easy to do through the descriptive writing of Nikki Leigh. Stormy View 

is sure to become a favorite of many.  

Overall rating:  

Sensuality rating: Sweet  

Reviewer: Anita 

http://theromancestudio.com/reviews/reviews/stormyviewleigh.htm 

******* 
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Kennalyn is the daughter of a modest lighthouse keeper. When she meets David, son of a 
successful attorney, she knows the love she feels is true. Uncertain as to David's love for 
her, she agrees to meet his parents. When Mrs. Stevens attacks her and demands that she 
leaves her son alone because she is not worth it, David sweep her off her feet and take 
matter in his own hands. When Mrs. Stevens find out that Ken is now David's wife, she 
throws them out.  

As years pass by, Ken and David's life only gets better. Until their tenth marriage 
anniversary. That day, David goes boating and tragedy struck. In a coma, David cannot 
protect his love ones and his mother takes control until his death.  

Unable to cope and stay in their home of Los Angeles, Kennalyn goes back home to live 
with her father in Misty Cove, Massachusetts.  

Years after David's death, who is this man that looks life her late-husband that looks at her 
with angry eyes?  

I loved the story. Loved the words, the images, the scents, the love, the despair and, I 
loved the second chance to love. Ms. Leigh is a wonderful, very talented new author that 
succeeds in taking you with her to another world.  

This is a story like I love them to be. A young love strong enough to go through life's worst 
tempests. Ms. Leigh has a way with words that transform words in life and make her 
characters alive her likeable. Her work resembles a beautiful tapestry that tickles all your 
sense, leaving you wanting more of that sweet drug.  

For any bad day you might have, for any boost you need, keep that book with you. 

http://www.ecataromance.com/reviews?type=&id=1126 

************  

Rating: 4 Beacons - Lighthouse Literary Reviews 
  
Kennalyn, the Stormy View Lighthouse keeper’s daughter naively takes on the most powerful 
woman in her husband’s life—his vengeful mother. The woman is not having her little boy wasting 
his life married to a nobody. She works like a viper to drive them apart. 
  
Nikki Leigh’s tightly woven saga of the David Steven’s family slowly unravels to reveal the 
suspense hidden behind the vindictive manipulations of David’s mother and the heartbroken 
Kennalyn, who even as the years slid by cannot give up her love for her deceased husband. By 
herself, she struggles as a lawyer in a small coastal town to provide for her children until one 
fateful day when a familiar stranger turns up at a local diner. Then the whole picture changes for 
the Steven’s family. 
  
Although the story moves slowly, the conclusion is very satisfying. 
  
Reviewed by:  JoEllen  

http://www.lighthouseliteraryreviews.com/December2005Reviews.html#anchor_284 

********* 
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Stormy View is an emotional story with a twist.  Kennalyn Jones is a law student at Harvard 
and meets David Stevens a fellow law student.  David and Kennalyn come from opposite 
ends of the social scale, but love can over come so much.  When she meets David's parents 
for the first time, Hilda Stevens hates her on sight and it is made clear to Kennalyn that she 
is inferior, and nothing but a gold-digger. 

They marry and have a terrific marriage.  Everything goes fine until 10 years later there is a 
tragedy that affects Kennalyn's life drastically, taking David's life and leaving her with a 
daughter and pregnancy to deal with.  As if the grief is not enough, she now has to deal 
with the mother-in-law from Hades - who is full of hatred and vindictive.  This woman is the 
true meaning of witch with a capital "W". 
  
Kennalyn has no alternative but to return to her hometown.  The reader can feel everyone 
of the ups and downs that Kennalyn has to endure.  The emotions you feel toward the Hilda 
are so real, you wish you could seriously harm this woman.  Although David's father, 
Palmer, is a prominent lawyer he has no say over his domineering wife.   
  
Six years of being on her own, there is new stranger in town, and again the story takes 
twists and turns and leaves you on the edge of your seat.   
  
If you love a true love story where there is a truly unlikely ending, you will enjoy this story.  
But be prepared for an emotional ride along the way.  I highly recommend it for your 
reading pleasure.  

Cryna  

***** 

Nikki Leigh has outdone herself with this tapestry of interwoven words and lives.  

Kennalyn’s family blossoms in the hearts of the reader, only to be broken by a vicious twist of 

fate. Her Mother in law sends her packing. Picking up the pieces she finds what she believes is 

her true home and family, but is it?  

Returning to Misty Cove, Nikki's residents come alive under the ministrations of her 

storytelling gift. Gruff Captain Bart, dear, devoted Ebbie and others help keep her together. 

Rick, a friend from her youth wants back on the scene, but how can Kennalyn betray her 

husband’s memory? 

A true page turner that sets the stage for more to follow. 

Maggie Eaves, Author 

***** 
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www.nikkileigh.com/prod01.htm 
Contemporary Misty Cove Story  

    
This book will be re-released in late 2007 or early 2008. The tentative title is 
Stormy Shores. Full information will be on my website as the release gets 
closer. There are a limited number of copies of Stormy View still available – 

must order through Nikki Leigh. Contact her at 
nikki-leigh@excite.com 
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Chapter One  

The pilot’s voice broke into my jumbled thoughts. “Ladies and gentlemen, we’ll land in 

Los Angeles in about fifteen minutes. Please raise your trays and seats. The temperature in 

Los Angeles is seventy-four degrees and sunny. Thank you for flying with us.”  

My stomach fluttered as we prepared to land. The uneasiness added to my concern about 

meeting David’s parents. Our trip to Los Angeles was to announce our engagement. I was 

eager to meet his family, but frightened at the same time. David’s best friend, Rick, visited 

the Stevens often. He portrayed Mrs. Stevens as a wicked and powerful woman.  

“Kennalyn, are you okay? I know you’re nervous about the flight, but it’s almost over.” 

David ran his finger across the top of my diamond.  

“I’ll feel better once my feet are on the ground.” Gripping his arm tightly, I watched the 

wheels lower to the ground as the plane prepared to land.  

“Remember to take your ring off before we get to the house. Mother would spot it in a 

minute. She notices the smallest things, but misses the important ones.” His voice trailed 

off as he leaned toward me.  

“That was a strange comment. Should you warn me about your mother?”  

“She’s an influential humanitarian, just ask her benefactors.” A wry smile crossed his 

face. “Mother is unusual. One thing is certain; she expects things to be done her way. The 

fact that we’re engaged will upset her. Of course, she might be thrilled to have a daughter.” 

He gave me a quick kiss as I braced for the day that lay ahead. “Don’t worry, I’ll protect 

you.” His admonishment not to worry sent a shiver down my spine.  

I held firmly to David’s hand and we hurried through the crowded terminal. The Stevens’ 

family chauffeur was parked by the curb. This enabled a quick escape from the airport. The 

driver skillfully made his way through the traffic and soon we turned onto a drive bordered 

with stone columns.  

A palatial home came into view as the car climbed the steep driveway. We stopped in 

front of the house and the chauffeur opened the car door. Marble steps shimmered in the 

California sunlight and columns stood at the top of the stairs near the grand entrance.  

David jumped from the seat and unfolded his long legs. He held out his hand to help me 

from the car. I tilted my head slightly to look him in the eye, smiled and stood close.  
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Dahlias, begonias and gladiolas adorned the border of the front lawn. Each pastel hue 

colored the landscape on that November day. Along the front of the house, three tiers of 

windows shimmered in the sun. David spun me around to face the ocean.  

“The view is incredible. It almost makes me feel like I’m home. Only it’s the wrong 

ocean.” A nervous giggle escaped my throat as we climbed the daunting steps.  

David said he wanted his mother to like me. This produced fear and excitement at the 

same time. Determined to make a good impression, I pressed on. His comments about her 

were unusual. It seemed that he struggled for her approval as well.  

The front door opened as we approached. A petite woman around forty appeared in a 

maid’s uniform. Her unruly hair blew loosely in the breeze and her eyes shone when she 

looked at David.  

“We’ve missed you, David. It’s good to have you home.” Her arms wrapped around him 

in a fierce hug.  

“It’s good to see you, too.” David smiled and we stepped toward the doorway. “Kennalyn 

this is Ebbie, my greatest ally. I hope you’ll love her as much as I do.”  

“That’s sweet, David.” Ebbie’s cheeks shone with a crimson blush and she turned to me. 

“Kennalyn, I love this boy. If you’re special to him, then you’re special to me.” She hugged 

me and patted my back.  

“Can you believe Kennalyn had me working in soup kitchens and taking meals to shut-

ins? I never thought I could enjoy helping the less fortunate. Each day I see how great my 

life is with her.” He gave me a quick hug to emphasis his words. My heart pounded harder 

when I heard his words.  

“Your outlook has changed but you’re handsome as ever.” She winked at me. Her love 

for David was obvious.  

Her eyes glistened as she spoke in a choked voice, “Come inside so I can close this door. 

Your mother will be down any minute to say hello and you need to be in the foyer.”  

I wondered at the strange comment. Why would a loving mother care if her son was in 

the foyer or on the porch? It seemed his safe return would be more important than where he 

stood.  

My mouth dropped open when we stepped inside. David’s home was beyond my 

imagination it was like a regal movie set. My eyes darted around the room as I absorbed my 

surroundings. The ceilings were high and ornate. I could touch the deep inlaid mahogany 
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walls which were adorned with paintings. Each piece of art was illuminated. The staircase 

wound skyward. Tiffany lamps sat on the small tables in the foyer. The house and its 

furnishings belonged in a grand old film. I didn’t realize homes like this actually existed.  

This was a long way from our humble lighthouse keeper’s house in Misty Cove. My 

home was unassuming and practical. My years in a small New England fishing village made 

the Stevens’ home seem even more surreal.  

How could I hope to impress the woman of this house? I came from humble beginnings, 

but I’d strive to make a good impression. I tried to hide my nervousness.  

I hoped Mrs. Stevens would be like my mother. While mom was alive, I could count on 

her support. It would be wonderful if David’s mother was supportive to me. A warm smile 

crossed my face as I thought of Mom.  

My silhouette reflected in the marble floor. As I continued to look around, I heard a voice 

from the top of the stairs. “David, it is wonderful to have you home with us. I miss you when 

you are away at school. I treasure the time we have with one another.” Her tone turned cold. 

“Who is that?”  

These words brought me back to the present with a jolt. I glanced at the woman who had 

spoken. Her appearance was regal as she descended the stairs with her perfect posture and 

an elegant suit. Sunlight streamed through the window and shone on her string of pearls.  

David climbed the stairs to meet her. “Mother this is the friend I told you about. 

Remember I mentioned she is from Misty Cove, Massachusetts, and her father is the 

lighthouse keeper? Mother, this is Kennalyn. Kennalyn, this is my mother, Mrs. Hilda 

Stevens. I’m glad you finally get to meet.” His smile lit up the room.  

She straightened to the point where I thought her back might snap. The knuckles on her 

manicured hands turned white as she gripped the banister. I stole a glance at my ragged 

nails and dreaded shaking her hand.  

“David dear... I thought you would bring Rick home. You know how we enjoy his visits. 

Is he spending the holidays with his family? It seems appropriate to spend time with one’s 

own family. Don’t you agree Kimberly?”  

“My name is Kennalyn, Mrs. Stevens. It’s also nice to meet new people and travel to new 

places.” I hooked my arm through David’s and gave him a pointed look. “It’s great to spend 

time with family, isn’t it David?”  

“You’re right, it is.” He looked confused. Could his Mother’s behavior be normal?  
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I made an attempt at small talk. “You have a lovely home, Mrs. Stevens.”  

“My home is not what you are used to. Is it dear? Normally David’s friends are 

accustomed to the better things in life,” she said with derision in her voice.  

I hated to deal with rich and powerful people. They would often display a superior 

attitude. My mother had raised me to believe all people were special but not because of 

money or their station in life.  

I began to understand why David was self-centered when we met.  

As we spent more time together, there were subtle changes. Meeting his mother helped 

me realize how much he had changed. He was a product of this home and his mother’s 

influence.  

I tried to clear my mind as I focused on Mrs. Stevens. She was David’s mother and I had 

to make this work.  

“Mother, Kennalyn and I will get settled in. We’ll clean up and then come visit with you.” 

Hopefully David’s words would provide a brief escape from Mrs. Stevens.  

“Kimberly, Ebbie will show you to your room.” Mrs. Stevens turned her attention to 

Ebbie. “You will help Kimberly with her bags. Take her to the east wing.”  

It was a warm November afternoon, but the chill in the house was unmistakable, 

ominous.  

“Mother, you can’t be serious. There must be a room for Kennalyn in the west wing with 

us.” David smiled as he reached for my hand. “I’ll show you the way.”  

“There is no room for her near us. Have you been away so long you have forgotten 

Mother knows best?” She turned to Ebbie with an unreadable look. “Take Kennalyn to the 

east wing where she can have a room with the servants.”  

Mrs. Stevens obviously felt I shouldn’t be near David. My face turned hot as I tried to 

control my anger. David gave me a stunned look as Ebbie approached.  

“I’ll show you to a room.”  

David tried to reason with his mother as we walked in opposite directions. His voice was 

raised in irritation. Ebbie remained silent until we were out of earshot.  

In hushed tones she said, “I’ve never seen her so protective of David.” She chuckled 

under her breath and clamped her lips closed. She turned serious again, as if embarrassed 

by her outburst. “You must scare her. That’s the only possible reason for her behavior. She 

has definite opinions about the type of women David should date.”  
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She shook her head and we continued down a long, dark hallway. “I can’t believe she put 

you in the east wing. We’ll find a room with some California sunshine and a view.”  

Ebbie’s support made me feel better. I needed someone in my corner. David had told me 

his mother was difficult but he didn’t prepare me for this.  

“We’ll get you through this. David’s crazy about you and I think that’s Mrs. Stevens’ 

problem. This will be a fun week.” Her sarcasm was obvious even in my confused state.  

“You don’t seem to like her. Why do you stay?” I questioned and immediately suspected 

I’d crossed a line.  

“I’ll stay until David is settled, so I can help David. I wouldn’t stay for Mrs. Stevens. We 

don’t like each other, but she doesn’t want to train someone new.” Ebbie shrugged.  

“David told me you and his mother butted heads over him. I’m sorry to put you in the 

middle of another argument.”  

“It’s not your fault.”  

Ebbie helped unpack my bag. Sheets and drapes were on the bed and they were quickly 

moved to a closet. A quick swipe with a rag removed the dust from the room. The ocean 

breeze blew into the room when we opened the windows. A sliver of sunlight filtered into 

the room.  

I splashed water on my face in the small bathroom off my room. Through the towel, I 

heard David’s voice. This sound quelled my nervous feelings and I smiled with relief.  

“Kennalyn, where are you?”  

He poked his head in the door and looked pleased to see me. I rushed into his arms and 

struggled not to cry. David squeezed my hand tight.  

“I’m here and don’t forget that, okay?” A quiet whisper passed my lips as I nodded.  

“I should apologize for my mother. This isn’t how I remember her.” He turned toward 

Ebbie. “Was I gone that long?”  

“The distance will help you see your mother in a new, if unflattering light.” She started 

toward the door.   

Her statement was blunt, but I believed she was right. I thought he had exaggerated 

about his mother. His warning only scratched the surface.  

“Maybe my mother’s approval isn’t that important.” He appeared confused. “I don’t 

know what to say about her behavior. We’ll make our announcement Saturday night. 

Sunday morning we’ll leave for Cambridge. Is that all right with you?”  
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“Sure.” I hoped that didn’t sound as uncertain as I felt.  

 

~ * ~  

 

Late on our second evening, I wandered into the garden. The cool air cleared my head. 

As I savored the scents in the garden and the crashing of the waves, Mrs. Stevens appeared.  

“Why are you here alone?” she said in a rude tone.  

I jumped involuntarily and turned toward her voice. “I wanted to enjoy the moonlight 

and ocean air. How are you this evening?”  

“That is none of your concern. You must understand I have big plans for my son and you 

do not fit into them. Go back to your backwater town.” Her eyes revealed her dislike.  

My mouth gaped open, the cool air touched my tongue. I shook my head and said, 

“What do you know about my hometown?”  

“I had you investigated. Your father is a lighthouse keeper. I am sure he does not rank on 

the social register, if your town has one. Your mother was saved years of humiliation when 

she died. Enjoy this short time in our world and go back to your little life.” She spun on her 

heel and started to leave. “I will not allow him to throw away his life.”  

“Does it matter to you that David and I love each other?” I asked with a weak voice.  

“Love. What could someone so young know about love?” She spat the words at me.  

“I have to ask. Why do you dislike me?” I couldn’t figure it out.  

“You remind me of someone I knew long ago in a different place.” Her eyes had a 

faraway look.  

“Did you dislike that person, too?” I wondered who it was.  

“I hated everything about her. That included who she was and what she represented. I 

swore to myself to never have anything to do with her or anyone like her again.” There was 

no way to mistake the meaning of her words.  

“I am sorry that I bring back these bad memories for you, Mrs. Stevens. But, I’m not this 

woman. Could you and I start over?”  

“No.” With that one final word she turned and disappeared into the garden.  

Our encounter left me shaken. Could I have defended myself? Should I have to support 

our way of life? I was taken back by her malicious words. I never imagined she’d confront 

me.  
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The night air turned cooler, but I was rooted to the spot. I shivered and tried to regain 

my composure. Mrs. Stevens might take my continued presence as defiance. In truth it was 

panic.  

My anger eased after about fifteen minutes. Briskly, I moved from the courtyard. The 

conversation combined with the cool temperature chilled me.  

I sat in my empty bed and shivered. Mrs. Stevens’ assault was still vivid in my mind. How 

could she make rash assumptions about my family? She didn’t want to understand. David 

told her about me in a phone conversation. That had given her time to have me 

investigated. Was this how she showed her love for David?  

Moonlight shone through the open curtains. I kicked off the covers and walked to the 

mirror. My reflection didn’t appear evil to me. My blonde hair brushed my shoulders. Dark 

circles formed under my deep, green eyes. I didn’t see any wicked changes in my 

appearance. What did she see?  

She must’ve known my grandfathers had saved many lives. The government decorated 

them for years of bravery. My grandmothers helped many injured sailors recover and return 

to their families. How could Mrs. Stevens dismiss these things? The investigation must’ve 

revealed these facts.  

Mrs. Stevens reminded me of my father. He was insufferable when I was younger. After 

my mother died, he treated me even worse. He let my sister and I know he viewed us as 

inferior. There was no doubt that he’d wanted sons and we were reminders of his 

disappointment. I was concerned about how much Mrs. Stevens know about my 

relationship with my father, Captain Bart.  

Bart and I had argued for years, but I saw the feud hurt my mother. Once she got sick, I 

avoided arguments with Captain Bart and he took advantage of that. He saw my silence as 

weakness. I saw it as a defense mechanism. Would Mrs. Stevens see my silence the same 

way? Could I help her understand? Would it make a difference? My hopes for a loving 

relationship with David’s mother evaporated.  

I paced the floor as my mind raced. Would Mrs. Stevens cause David to change his mind 

about me? He said her opinion didn’t matter, but she was a strong and influential woman. I 

needed to talk to him, but it would have to wait until morning.  

I couldn’t shake the cold feeling. The sheets pulled loose from the corners of the mattress 

as I tossed and turned. Finally I left them loose. I lay on my back and stared at the ceiling. 
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Too soon, the sun shone through my windows. I realized with dread it was time to face Mrs. 

Stevens again.  

 

~ * ~  

 

 

 

That morning, Ebbie woke me. “How are you this beautiful morning, Kennalyn?”  

“I’m fine,” I said in a noncommittal voice. “Ebbie, what do you see when you look at 

me?”  

“I see a beautiful woman who loves David. And, I see love in David’s eyes when he looks 

at you.” She gave me a quick wink and said, “Wash your face and comb your hair before 

breakfast.”  

“That’s what I see, too. That isn’t what Mrs. Stevens sees.”  

Ebbie sat on the side of the bed. “I think that is what she sees. Do you want to talk about 

it?”  

Ebbie’s concern touched me. Why was she so kind to me? Did her love for David prompt 

her kindness? Whatever the reason, her support thrilled me.  

“Its jitters, I guess.” I tried to sound light and carefree, but I couldn’t even convince 

myself. I wanted to change the subject while I prepared for breakfast. “Tell me about 

David’s father? What’s he like?”  

“Rune Stevens is a powerful and talented attorney. His standing in the community gives 

Mrs. Stevens a solid place in society. No one is better in court, but she overshadows him at 

home.” Ebbie shook her head and continued with her story. “He’s a kind man, but Mrs. 

Stevens dictates his behavior. You’ll see what I mean at dinner Saturday night. He watches 

her for direction. You have the chance to save David from that type of future.” She held my 

cold hands and rubbed them softly. “Mrs. Stevens rules the house. She expects everyone to 

abide by her rules. I often wonder if she was always like this. I’ll probably never know the 

truth.”  

 

~ * ~  
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David and I planned to announce our engagement Saturday at dinner. His mother’s 

behavior changed our plans. David wanted to spring all the news on them at once but that 

didn’t seem like a good idea. After meeting his mother, I wanted to run. We would know 

soon enough, this was Friday.  

 

 

 

 

Stormy View - Characters 

Kennalyn Jones - Young bright woman who grew up along the Cape Ann coast of 

Massachusetts. She attends Law School at Harvard, a dream she shared with her mother, 

before her death. She met David Stevens at school and they married. Will they be able to 

build a happy life together? Can she handle the disappointments that life with hand her? 

Captain Bartholomew Jones - Kennalyn's father is the proud keeper of the Stormy View 

Lighthouse. For generations, his ancestors stood guard over the coastline to ensure the 

safety of people who traveled along the Cape Ann coast. He feels women need to stay in 

their place, which isn't working along side men. Can he swallow his pride and attitude to 

help Kennalyn through an experience she never anticipated? Can he show his support? 

David Stevens - He's the son of a powerful Los Angeles attorney. David had everything 

handed to him for years. He's used to debutantes and self centered women. Can he 

understand the kind of woman that Kennalyn Jones is? Will he appreciate the quiet strength 

that makes her a special woman?  

Hilda Stevens - She enjoys her social standing in the community. This position is based on 

her husband's skill and success as an attorney. Over the years, she uses that power to form 

and chair committees to help the city. This gives her power in her own right. Will she use 

this power to help her son? Or, will she turn against Kennalyn in a time of crisis?  
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Parmer Stevens - He's a powerful attorney will lets his wife Hilda do whatever she wants, no 

matter how he feels about it. Can he find the strength to confront her, or will she continue to 

have her way? 

 

Ebbie Montoya - She was David Stevens' nanny as he grew up. She stays with the Stevens 

long after he is past the age of needing a nanny, to remain close to him. There is never a 

time when she doesn't support David, and she loves Kennalyn as well. When Kennalyn 

returns to Misty Cove, Ebbie goes with her. Will she make a life on the rugged New 

England coast? 

Sadie Jones - She marries Captain Bart. Earlier, she was close friends with Kennalyn's 

mother and loves the family. Can she help Bart now that his family needs him? Will her 

influence cause him to soften his views toward women? 

Brittany Stevens - The young daughter of Kennalyn and David. Bright eyed, and full of 

energy and mischief. Can she recover from a devastating event when she is very young? 

What kind of young woman will she become? 

David Stevens, Jr. - Kennalyn and David's son. He's born during a rough time in Kennalyn's 

life. Will he be the apple of his grandfather's eye? Can he survive being raised with several 

"mothers"?  

Rick Thomas - He was David's college roommate. Over the years, he becomes the legal 

voice for a development company which works throughout New England. When he 

reappears in Kennalyn's life, why is he there?  

 

Within a chapter in Stormy View, Kennalyn’s father mentions her grandmother 

Lizbeth. To Kennalyn’s surprise Captain Bart admits that Lizbeth was a 

lighthouse keeper. When you read Stormy View you will understand the 

significance of that revelation. 
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Meet Nikki Leigh  

Nikki Leigh began as an idea in a teenager’s mind. At about 14, she wanted to be an author and 

she wanted to write under the name Nikki Leigh. It took over 20 years, but she eventually 

“became” Nikki Leigh. She is from the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.  

 

“I want to convey time, place and character details to my readers. I choose my settings carefully 

and want people to understand what the setting and history contributes to the story.”  

 

Her love of the coast, history and lighthouses is apparent in her stories. On a trip to Cape Ann 

with her brother, Chris, she found the location for the Misty Cove series. The rugged land, hard 

working people and rich history were too compelling to ignore. Cape Ann and Gloucester, 

Massachusetts are featured in Stormy View, Widow’s Walk (Book One), Lady Lightkeeper 

(Book Two) and Stormy Shores.  

 

“My first mystery, Lilah and the Locket, is set along the Outer Banks of NC and literally at the 

base of Cape Hatteras. There is extensive local history and color woven into the story. I did that 

to help convey the time and place to readers. Other local events will be featured in upcoming 

books in the Outer Banks series.” 

 

She owns a consulting and promotional business under her real name. Shri has 21 years of 

business management and 15 years of marketing experience. This knowledge was used to create 

books and articles for business managers. This experience is valuable to her business and 

promotional clients. She has four business and restaurant books in print. Visit 

http://www.nikkileigh.com/biz_books_4_sale.htm for full details. Her business website is 

www.sandcconsulting.com 

 

Book Promo 101 – Basics of Book Promotion is Nikki’s latest book. She created it to share her 

promotional background with authors. It includes tips and suggestions to help the beginning 

book promoter or the more experienced promoter. There are review questions at the end of each 

chapter to help the author to learn more. For additional information about promotion and Book 

Promo 101 feel free to visit Nikki blog – Muze’s Musings. The link is: 

http://muzesmusings.blogspot.com/. 

 

Nikki recently launched a new blog tour site and you are welcome to visit – 

http://virtualblogtour.blogspot.com/. This site offers promotional opportunities for author, all 

members and businesses (as site sponsors). Feel free to check the site for more information and 

contact Nikki with questions – nikki_leigh22939@yahoo.com 

 

Coming in Late 2008 - Book Promo 201 – Learn the Basics of Online Promotion - for much 

more information about promotion, visit www.nikkileigh.com/promo.htm 

 

If you would like the inside track on my upcoming virtual book tours or to learn more about 

tours - feel free to join my group - www.blogcatalog.com/group/promo-101-virtual-book-tours 
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Promotional Resources From Nikki Leigh 

Self Promotion Articles - http://virtualblogtour.blogspot.com/2008/04/learn-to-
promote-your-books-yourself.html 

Promotional Interviews – 
http://readersstation.ning.com/group/promotionalauthorinterviews 

Promotional Services - http://www.nikkileigh.com/promo.htm 

Book Promo 101 – Learn the Basics of Book Promotion - 
http://www.nikkileigh.com/book_promo_101.htm 

Book Promo 201 – Learn the Basics of Online Book Promotion (Coming in 2008) 

New Blog Tour Website – www.virtualblogtour.blogspot.com 
 

To Be Added to My Mailing List – e-mail me at nikki_leigh22939@yahoo.com – Please 
put “Mailing List” in the subject line of your message.  

Free Promotional Blogs For Any Published Author - 

http://virtualblogtour.blogspot.com/2008/04/free-promomtional-options-for-

author.html 

For more information about novels by Nikki Leigh, visit www.nikkileigh.com. The 

tagline I use for my novels is “Coastal Suspense with a Touch of Romance”.  I offer 

“samplers” for each of my book series. These provide quite a bit of information about 

the series and I’d be happy to send these to you. I can send all four, or only certain ones 

if you prefer. This is the complete list. 

Misty Cove Chronicles – Novels set along the Cape Ann coast of Massachusetts 

• Stormy View – Contemporary Romantic Suspense (currently out of print, limited 

copies) 

• Widow’s Walk – Historic Romantic Suspense (Part One of Lizbeth Sullivan’s 

story) 

• Lady Lightkeeper – Historic Romantic Suspense (Part Two of Lizbeth Sullivan’s 

story) 

Cape Hatteras Series – Novels set along the Outer Banks of North Carolina 
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• Lilah and the Locket – Cape Hatteras Series 1954 – Mystery  

Book Promo Series  

• Book Promo 101 – Learn the Basics of Book Promotion  

• Book Promo 201 – Learn the Basics of Online Book Promotion (coming late 2008) 

Business Books Released Under the Name Shri Henkel 

• 365 Foolish Mistakes Smart Managers Make  

• How to Open a Financially Successful Pizza & Sub Restaurant 

• The Non-Commercial Food Service Manager's Handbook 

• Successful Meetings: How to Plan, Prepare, and Execute Top-Notch Business 

Meetings 

 


